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Abstract 

The conventional approach for the development of novel materials has become long 

relative to the desired product development cycle. Thus, the sluggish pace of the development 

of materials within the conventional approach hinders the rapid transformation of the scientific 

outcomes into useful technological products. To this end, the field of hierarchical materials 

informatics evolved to bridge this gap. In this field, the multiscale material internal structure is 

considered the starting point and the core of this approach. This being said, the density 

functional theory (DFT) was used to generate useful materials data for the advancement of the 

hierarchical materials data-bases towards the novel efficient data-driven materials design 

approach. In this study, the DFT was employed to tackle energy materials arena as the global 

community is heading towards the renewable energies paradigm to secure the pillars of 

sustainability. Photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting proved to be one of the most 

trailblazing technologies serving this dazzling aspiration. Development of efficient 

photoelectrodes through defect engineering of wide-bandgap metal oxides has been the prime 

focus of materials scientists for decades. However, tuning the properties of m-ZrO2 was 

scarcely addressed in the context of photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting. In addition, 

the effect of carbon defects in wide-bandgap metal oxides for PEC applications raised numerous 

controversies and still elusive. To this end, herein, the effect of various carbon defects in m-

ZrO2 for PEC applications was investigated using the density functional theory to probe the 

thermodynamic, electronic, and optical properties of the defective structures. The defect 

formation energies revealed that elevating the temperature promotes and facilitates the 

formation of carbon defects. Moreover, the binding energies confirmed the stability of all 

studied complex carbon defects. Furthermore, the band edge positions against the redox 

potentials of water species exemplified that all the studied defective structures can serve as 

photoanodes. Additionally, CO3c (carbon atom substituted O3c site) was the only defective 

structure that exhibited slight straddling of the redox potentials of water species. Importantly, 

all the defective structures enhanced the light absorption to different extents. Also, it is reported 
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that CO3cVO3c (carbon atom substituted O3c associated with O3c vacancy) defective m-ZrO2 

enjoyed low direct bandgap (1.9 eV), low defect formation energy, low exciton binding energy, 

high mobility of charge carriers, fast charge transfer, and low recombination rate. Concurrently, 

its optical properties were excellent in terms of high absorption, low reflectivity and improved 

static dielectric constant. Hence, the study recommends CO3cVO3c defective m-ZrO2 as the 

leading candidate defective structure to serve as a photoanode for PEC applications. Also, DFT 

was used to investigate the performance of energy storage electrodes. The DFT proved to be a 

reliable tool for investigating the quantum capacitance performance of the EDL supercapacitor 

electrodes. DFT was used to give insights on the capacitance performance of graphene, 

graphite, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and N-doped graphene. The results revealed that the 

quantum capacitance of the CNTs was very high in both positive and negative potential 

windows and that the N-doping greatly enhanced the capacitance performance of the pristine 

graphene.  
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Chapter I : Introduction 

Throughout ages, the technological outcomes of a given era or a specific civilization 

are linked to the available materials such as the bronze age. From the industrial age till now, 

the materials are the corner-stone for every development in all of the economic sectors. 

However, nowadays, the pace of life is faster and the market requirements are ever growing in 

terms of the endless need for improvement of quality of life on the individual level and securing 

of resources and welfare of the people on the global level. In this regard, the conventional 

approach for the development of novel materials has become long relative to the desired product 

development cycle. Thus, the sluggish pace of the development of materials hinders the rapid 

transformation of the scientific outcomes into useful technological products. To this end, the 

field of hierarchical materials informatics evolved to bridge this gap 1. In this field, the 

multiscale material internal structure is considered the starting point and the core of this 

approach as shown in Figure I-1 1. Where each point in the process space represents hybrid 

process path made up from an ordered sequence of materials manufacturing processes, each 

point in the structure space refer to a feasible material internal structure, and each point in the 

properties space represent a physical property of material that can be directly related to the 

needed function of the material in a given application. Furthermore, hierarchical materials 

informatics seek to establish process-structure-property (PSP) linkages through reduced-order 

representations of data science rather than the isolate-and-study approach that was systematic, 

expensive, and time-consuming.  

Figure I-1 PSP linkages. 
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The main challenge in the development of materials within the hierarchical materials 

informatics approach is the identification of the salient microstructure (multiscale material 

internal structure) features that are significant to each engineering and technological application 

1. For example, Figure I-2 2 shows the different levels needed to asses and analyse a given 

aircraft structure damage together with the corresponding fundamental science that serve each 

level of analysis 2.  

In this study, the focus would be on the use of quantum-mechanics-based modelling 

and simulation of materials to treat some key aspects of specific energy materials related to the 

energy conversion and energy storage. This study adopts the density functional theory (DFT) 

as the first-principles method to investigate various material properties from the atomic scale 

point-of-view 3. DFT is capable of predicting many properties of any atomic system, and proved 

to be credible and efficient in diverse applications 4–10. Thanks to the predictive power of the 

first-principles and the increased available computational resources, DFT has lent itself to the 

development of high-throughput computational materials studies 11,12. Hence, this study 

actively contributes to the advancement of the hierarchical materials data-bases towards the 

novel efficient data-driven materials design approach. 

Figure I-2 Various level of analysis for aircraft structure damage. 
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1.1 Energy Crisis 

From the time the humankind discovered fire till now, their dependence on energy is 

growing and expanding from merely life maintenance activities up to the welfare, entertainment 

and extravagancy. Although our heavy utilization of energy started since the onset of the 

industrial age in the mid of the 18th century that marked a major turning point; when the machine 

took over rather than the hand production methods and domesticated animals and plants 13. 

Powered by the capitalist economy and worldview, the world overconsumed the resources of 

the earth with unprecedented rates aiming at improving the standard of living for the general 

population. Furthermore, at the level of countries and political alliances, securing the 

superiority and dominance of the world’s economy has been always the prime motive and driver 

for the geopolitical dynamics. In a capitalist world, the concept of scarcity of resources is the 

core of capitalism 14. Therefore, in order for the countries to be in a good economic status; 

countries strive to secure their proliferating energy demands either by warfare and controlling 

the territories rich in energy resources (politically or militarily) or throughout peaceful research 

and development. In addition, humanity is on the verge of facing serious crises that threatens 

the future of mankind’s existence and the living conditions on the globe. Other than energy, the 

crises are population, food, climate change and natural resources (water, forests, fauna, 

flora,..etc.). All of them are interconnected in such a way that solving one of them will most 

probably amplify other(s) or impose a negative impact(s) on another by indirect way, unless it 

is a sustainable solution 15. Nowadays, the world mainly relies on fossil fuels as the primary 

energy source to run their economies. According to the International Energy Agency, the 

trajectory of energy demand will increase drastically by 40 % from 2009 to 2035. 

Unfortunately, the utilization of fossil fuels yields combustion products namely; carbon dioxide 

and other pollutants. It should be noted that carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas which is the 

main cause of global warming. Moreover, fossil fuels are non-renewable resources of energy. 

In conclusion, humanity is confronting two contradicting energy challenges; first, the economic 

growth and welfare which requires incremental demand of energy and second, mitigating global 
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warming which necessitates reducing the greenhouse gases emissions, i.e; decreasing the 

dependence on fossil fuels  15. 

 

1.2 Fossil fuel alternatives 

Historically, the conventional energy sources differed and changed at different times. 

First, wood was used as the primary energy source. Then by the late middle ages, the coal took 

over. There were also other fuels that were used heavily like the whale oil. It was not until the 

middle of the 19th century when crude oil became the most dominant type of fuels 16. From that 

day, scientists and engineers did not bother themselves to seek seriously for fossil fuel 

alternatives till war of yom kippur when Arabs reduced the exported oil to the western world 

in order to limit the interference and the support of the western world to the alleged state of 

Israel 17. After this turmoil, the world directed intensive efforts and allocated huge funds 

towards finding fossil fuel alternatives. Renewable energies such as wind energy, solar energy, 

geothermal energy, hydroenergy, bioenergy, tidal and waves energy are among the investigated 

energy resources. Renewable energies have several advantages that relatively differ from one 

energy to another. Among the merits are the environmental compatibleness, availability and 

abundance 16. However, renewable resources have many difficulties that hinder their 

exploitation and their fossil fuel replacement potential. Herein, only the technical and 

environmental barriers will be stated. First, the renewable energies suffer from the 

intermittency. Second, renewable energies are dilute and fluctuating. Third, some of the 

renewable resources are found in stringent environments such as the geothermal energy. Fourth, 

utilization of some types of renewables may lead to negative impacts on the ecosystems such 

as the threatens that wind turbine blades impose on the immigrant birds and the burning of birds 

passing through the concentrated solar fields 18. Therefore, renewables need a lot of supporting 

technologies, e.g: energy storage technologies; to improve its functionality, adequacy and 

candidacy for the replacement of fossil-fuel-based economy. On the other hand, nuclear energy 

is a second alternative to fossil fuels yet, it has very high technological barrier and its utilization 
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is full of safety and security issues which render it exclusive for the developed countries 16. 

Figure I-3 19  shows the energy demand in 2040 and the potential of various resources to supply 

energy. 

 

 

1.3 Hydrogen economy 

Hydrogen is anticipated to be one of the main propellers for the future economy. 

Hydrogen can be used for energy storage which is a huge advantage for the renewables. Also, 

hydrogen can be utilized for running the means of transportation. In fact, Hydrogen is a clean-

burning fuel, carbon-free and abundant as well as it is nontoxic and environmentally friendly. 

Moreover, hydrogen is very versatile in its utilization as hydrogen can be liquified, transported 

and stored. Further, hydrogen can be exploited by aviation, motor cars, industrial enterprises, 

households and power stations as shown in Figure I-4 20. Fortunately, hydrogen can be 

produced from electrolysis of water, pyrolysis of natural gas and steam reforming of 

Figure I-3 The projected energy demand in 2040 and the potential of various resources to supply 
energy. 
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hydrocarbons 16. Sustainably, Hydrogen can be generated from water splitting with the aid of 

various energies as shown in Figure I-5 21.  

 

 

 

Figure I-4 Possible Hydrogen applications. 

Figure I-5 Various methods for hydrogen generation. 
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1.3.1 Solar-driven hydrogen production via photoelectrochemical water splitting 

 

Renewables are used for sustainable production of hydrogen. Solar energy has been 

always the main and primary source of energy on earth. To this end, the solar energy reaches 

earth daily is about 200,000 times the world’s generating capacity of electricity per day 22. Thus, 

solar energy is the most promising and reliable source of energy for sustainable production of 

hydrogen and towards hydrogen-driven economy. As shown in Figure I-5, there are two solar-

based approaches for hydrogen production namely; the photovoltaic water electrolysis and the 

direct water photolysis. In former method, there is a need for an integrated system while the 

latter consist of a cheaper stand-alone system. In this regard, the scope of this study 

encompasses the direct water photolysis (herein referred to as photoelectrochemical (PEC) 

water splitting) is the adopted technique in this study that will be discussed further in chapter 

II. Since the first demonstration of Solar-driven water splitting in 1972  23, the scientific 

community is striving to design an efficient, durable, reliable, stable, and robust semiconductor-

based photoelectrochemical (PEC) system in quest of the maximum theoretical solar-to- 

hydrogen (STH) efficiency of 29.7% 24. Given that the maximum practically achieved STH 

efficiency is still lagging below 1.0% 24, an immense demand of persistent efforts for 

revolutionizing the performance of the PEC main components is needed. A typical PEC system 

consists of photoelectrodes, electrolyte, and a separation membrane 25. In PEC system, the 

adequate performance relies heavily on the photoelectrodes. Therefore, optimizing the 

properties of the photoelectrodes is of paramount significance towards the advancement and 

the commercialization of feasible cost-effective PEC systems for water splitting 24.  

 

1.3.1.1 Tuning Metal Oxides for Water Splitting applications 

The key factors that dictate the quality of a photoelectrode are the energy band-gap, 

electron-hole recombination, stability, and the photocurrent density24. Metal oxides possess 

high photoelectrochemical stability, wide range of bandgaps and satisfactory band edge 
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positions 26, yet they have limited light absorption, high recombination rates, poor electrical 

conductivity, and short hole diffusion length 24. Defect engineering through doping is identified 

as an effective approach to enhance the optical and electronic properties of metal oxides. 

Doping improves the light absorption of the material by introducing defect states that narrow 

the bandgap and improves the conductivity 27. 

 

1.3.1.2 Carbon defects and Zirconia within the Water Splitting context 

A myriad of dopants and defects in metal oxides were explored for water splitting 

applications 6– 15. Among the various dopants, carbon doping in titania raised a huge controversy 

in literature whether it can induce visible light absorption or not. Nevertheless, numerous 

experimental and computational studies showed promising results of specific carbon defects in 

titania for water splitting applications 38–44. Similar to titania, zirconia is a wide-gap metal oxide 

with distinctive properties such as high melting-point, chemical inertness and high corrosion 

tolerance 45 that render it advantageous for a plethora of applications 28-49. However, the 

bandgap of zirconia needs to be optimized to enhance its photocatalytic activity. Unlike titania, 

the use of zirconia in water splitting systems has been poorly addressed in literature. A few 

studies shed the light on the effect of various dopants on the performance of zirconia in solar-

driven hydrogen production systems.68–70 

 

1.4 Supercapacitors for energy storage 

Generated energy should be available for usage over the course of time and place. 

Thereby, energy storage is of equal importance to energy conversion. Since solar energy is the 

main source of the upcoming energy technology. Research has focused on developing energy 

storage devices for integration with the solar energy conversion devices to allow the best 

performance of the overall system. Solar cells and solar panels have been integrated with 
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different batteries and supercapacitor devices 71,72. However, since supercapacitors can provide 

a faster charging (higher power density) and long living cycling stability, it has been the next 

generation of the energy storage devices 73. On the other hand, supercapacitors lack the high 

energy density generated in batteries. Therefore, research have been intense on developing high 

energy density supercapacitor electrodes 74. To this end, supercapacitors can store energy using 

three different mechanisms as presented in Figure I-6 7.  

 

Figure I-6 Supercapacitor charge storage mechanisms. 

The first mechanism is by using a simple adsorption/desorption on the surface of the 

electrode material named electrical double layer (EDL) capacitance 75. The EDL capacitance 

usually exists in the carbon electrodes and is limited with the surface area of the electrode 

material. However, EDL capacitors can provide a very high cycling stability 76. The second 

mechanism is the pseudocapacitance in which the electrode material can undergo surface EDL 

capacitance along with surface redox reaction or surface intercalation 75. The pseudocapacitance 

can provide higher capacitance values, however, it can decompose and/or corrode upon 

increasing voltage and over high cycling number. For the third mechanism, it is the battery-like 

capacitor in which the electrode material can undergo a redox reaction and act as a battery 75. 

The battery-like capacitors can provide a very high capacitance value, but its potential window 

is very low 74. Besides, pseudocapacitors and battery-like capacitors are electrolyte dependent 

that they only undergo their reactions in specific pH and with specific ionic systems 77.  
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1.4.1 Carbon-based Supercapacitors  

For adjusting both the capacitance values and the stability, research have pointed 

towards the use of hybrid electrodes of both carbon materials and other faradic materials 

(materials that can undergo redox or intercalation reactions) 76,78. Therefore, the investigation 

of the properties of the carbon materials to be used in electrodes can give insights on the 

development of the supercapacitor performance. Since carbon electrodes depend basically on 

the EDL capacitance, their surface area is of great importance. Researchers have targeted the 

increase of the surface area through using 2D materials such as graphene and graphene-doped 

electrodes or developing porous carbon materials 79. However, the surface area is not the only 

controlling parameter in the capacitance performance of the carbon material. Since the synthesis 

of new carbon materials can cost a lot of funds, effort and time, a screening method should be 

used to investigate the properties of the carbon materials prior to the synthesis step. Density 

functional method (DFT) have proven to be a good alternative to the guess and check method. 

Supercapacitor carbon electrodes can be investigated using either the classical DFT (cDFT) or 

the electronic DFT (eDFT) 7.  cDFT usually gives insights on the morphology and porous 

structure of the carbon material, while the eDFT gives insights on the electronic system of the 

carbon material 7. Carbon materials can undergo different quantum behaviour upon applying 

voltage depending on their electronic states. This quantum behaviour (referred to as quantum 

capacitance (QC)) can affect the capacitance performance of the electrode material 

dramatically. The quantum capacitance can be calculated effectively using DFT tools 

represented in density of states (DOS) 7.  

 

1.5 Scope of thesis 

Although carbon-doped zirconia was briefly investigated in the literature 80–82 the 

debateable effect of carbon doping in zirconia was neither treated nor unriddled systematically 

and comprehensively for water splitting applications. The first-principles calculations proved 
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to be credible and efficient in diverse applications 4–10. Therefore, Herein, an in-depth first-

principles study was conducted to encompass the viable scenarios for doping monoclinic 

zirconia with carbon and to scrutinize the effect of carbon doping on its performance metrics 

as a photoelectrode for water splitting. Particularly, this study investigated the thermodynamic, 

electronic, and optical properties of the studied defects to report the best candidate defective 

structure for the photoelectrodes of PEC systems. The study also aims at using DFT in 

predicting the capacitance performance of carbon electrodes in supercapacitors through 

employing the quantum capacitance as a performance indicator for investigating the effect of 

structural variation and N-doping in various carbon materials. 
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Chapter II : Background 

2.1 Density functional theory principles 

 In this study, density functional theory (DFT) was used as the main tool for 

investigation of the properties of the studied materials. In this chapter, the origin and principles 

of the DFT will be explained in detail. 

2.1.1 Quantum mechanics 

 One of the key properties that can give fundamental insights on all other static 

properties is the total energy of the system. It can also predict the changes in the system over 

the course of time. However, the accuracy of the theoretically calculated properties depends 

directly on the accuracy of the calculated total energy. The total energy for a system consisting 

of a number of particles, can be calculated as the summation of the potential energy of the 

individual particles and their kinetic energies 83–85. The potential energy term usually results in 

complications due to the interactions between particles of the system. For quantum mechanical 

systems (eg. electrons), the potential energy term can even become more complicated. In these 

regards, the quantum mechanical wave equations can be used to describe the potential and 

kinetic energies of those small particles taking into consideration the system dynamics.  

 For this reason, quantum mechanics was taken as the most extensive scientific 

development in the twentieth century 86. It was confirmed by experimental observations that 

this theory can accurately describe the materials and their properties. For non-relativistic 

systems, solving Schrödinger equation can give the ground state energy. To this end, 

Schrödinger equation can solve exactly the systems of one or two particles and hence, the 

ground state and their relative properties can be accurately calculated. However, for systems 

with a larger number of particles, the energy cannot be solved exactly, and approximations 

should be employed. 
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2.1.2 Hamiltonian operator 

The information of the system can be obtained along with the fundamental interactions 

between particles in the system and can be defined by a mathematical operator named 

“Hamiltonian (Ĥ)”. If the Ĥ was defined, all the properties of the system can be identified (both 

the chemical and physical properties). This study deals with nanomaterials that is represented 

by a system containing atoms and electrons in the micro scale and is governed by quantum 

mechanical laws. Therefore, the physical and chemical properties of our systems should be 

defined by solving the Schrödinger equation. Accordingly, it is needed to choose the most 

accurate approximation for solving the Schrödinger equation and hence the Ĥ. One of the most 

used approximations is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in which the electronic and 

nuclear motion is decoupled. 

 

2.1.3 Schrödinger equation calculation 

 The electrostatic interaction term is the most important part of Schrödinger equation 

for solid state chemistry calculations. Relativistic effects can be neglected, if considering the 

valence electrons only. To simply describe the Ĥ, a preliminary step can be considered in terms 

of neglecting the spin effect of electrons in both valence and core of the system. The non-

relativistic time independent Schrödinger equation can describe a system with defined valence 

electrons and nuclei in which the Ĥ consists of 5 terms, three of them are the potential energy 

terms while the other two are related to the kinetic energy terms: 

H= Tn + Te +Vn−n +Vn−e +Ve−e       (II-1) 

 The four terms can be calculated according to the following equations, with neglecting 

the spin property: 

𝑇𝑛 = ∑
𝑃𝐼

2

2𝑀𝐼
   𝐿

𝐼=1         (II-2) 
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𝑇𝑒 = ∑
𝑃𝑖

2

2𝑚
   𝑁

𝑖=1         (II-3) 

𝑉𝑛−𝑛 = 0.5∑
𝑍𝐼𝑍𝐽𝑒

2

|𝑅𝐼−𝑅𝐽|
   𝑁

𝐼≠𝐽       (II-4) 

𝑉𝑛−𝑒 = −∑
𝑍𝐼𝑒

2

|𝑟𝑖−𝑅𝐼|
 𝐼,𝐽        (II-5) 

𝑉𝑒−𝑒 = 0.5∑
𝑒2

|𝑟𝐼−𝑟𝐽|
𝐼≠𝐽        (II-6) 

ZI refers to the charge of the Ith electrons. The 0.5 factor was used in both Vn-n and Ve-e to 

cancel the double counting of interaction between the same pair of particles. By identifying 

those 4 terms, the Schrödinger equation can be theoretically calculated, and the energy of the 

system can be defined using the Ĥ: 

HΦ(R,r) = EΦ(R,r)       (II-7) 

 However, the wavefunction symmetry is not included in the previous expression of the 

potential and kinetic energies. For fermions such as electrons, the quantum statistics must be 

inserted using Pauli Principle. When quantum statistics are considered properly in the system, 

this leads to the insertion of an energy term named the exchange-correlation term which affects 

a term called the effective Hamiltonian. Moreover, the relativistic effects can be neglected for 

lighter elements. However, for heavier elements, the wavefunction will be very localized for 

core electrons and the relativistic effects should be considered to suit the high kinetic energy 

resulted from the localization of the core electrons. The energy difference between the system 

energy with and without the presence of quantum statistics can derive these effective terms. 

However, solving Schrödinger equation is considered impossible in its direct way. On the other 

hand, approximations can be applied to allow a variety of accurate solutions to Schrödinger 

equation. The first step in the ladder of approximations is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 

87.  
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2.1.4 Born-Oppenheimer approximation 

 An electron is generally so small in the range of 1/2000 of the mass of the proton. 

However, for hydrogen and helium atoms, the mass of the kinetic energy of an electron can 

reach ~ 100 times larger than that of the nuclei 87. For that reason, the it was suggested that the 

motion of the electron will follow that of the nuclei immediately and will be in their ground 

state along all the nuclei configuration. Then the potential of the electron movement is defined 

by the electronic state. Thus, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is dealing with the 

separation of the processes time scale including the electrons and atoms. To this end, the Ĥ can 

be calculated as one kinetic energy term resulted from the nuclei. However, the nuclei are 

considered static with the electrons only moving in the atoms. Hence, the Ĥ can be named 

electronic Hamiltonian He with a fixed nucleus coordination {R} and can be represented as 

following: 

He ({R})ψ (r,{R}) = Ee ({R})ψ (r,{R})      (II-8) 

with Ee ({R}) is the Born-Oppenheimer energy surface. 

 Moreover, the motion of the nucleus can be treated using classical equations such that 

the quantum effects are ignored, and the equation is solved for the nuclei motion only in the so-

called atomic Schrödinger equation. However, the accuracy of the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation cannot be proved since it ignores the electronic transitions resulted from the 

nuclear motion, hence the description of the processes containing electronic transitions is hard 

to be calculated. Yet, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation still can be successful for 

prediction of properties of nanomaterials 87. 

 

2.1.5 Progress of DFT 

 One of the widely used computational tools is the density functional theory (DFT) since 

it is relatively non-expensive with acceptable accuracy for computing electronic properties for 
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the many-body systems 88–91. DFT treats the many-body system using the electronic charge 

density instead of the wavefunction normally used with Schrödinger equation to get the 

fundamental variables 88,89,91,92. The accuracy of this method originates from the fact that each 

material has its particular electronic structure and hence its particular electronic density. 

 Quantum mechanics tries to give the total energy through solving Schrödinger equation 

which requires solving the many-body function that cannot be observed directly. However, the 

probability of finding N electrons at a particular place (r1, . . . , rN) can be measured 

theoretically and it can be defined as Ψ*( r1, . . . , rN)Ψ(r1, . . . , rN). Noteworthy to say that all 

the electrons in a system are identical, hence electron 1 is the same as electron 2 and the 

calculations are not restricted by the numbering of the electrons and the probability of finding 

N electrons can be identified using any order. To this end, the density of electrons at a 

coordinate of space n(r) is directly related to the probability of finding the N electrons. And the 

electronic density can be identified as the summation of the wavefunctions of each electron. 

Thus, the electronic density is defined as the summation of the probability that a specific 

electron with a specific wavefunction exists at a position r and the equation can be written as 

following: 

n(r) = 2 Σ ψi*(r)ψi (r)        (II-9) 

 The factor of 2 in the previous equation resulted from the application of Pauli principle 

stating that two electrons with the same spin cannot occupy the wavefunction. To this end, the 

electronic density n(r) can give a lot of information about the system since it is a function of 3 

coordinates that can be solved to result in an accurate wavefunction solution for the Schrödinger 

equation. 
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2.1.5.1 Hohenberg-Kohn theorem 

 Hohenberg-Kohn identified the DFT using two fundamental theorems. The first DFT 

theory states that “The ground-state energy from Schrödinger’s equation is a unique 

functional of the electron density.” 86 

 That theory identifies the unique ground-state wavefunction using the unique ground-

state electronic density. Hohenberg and Kohn used mathematics tools to describe the ground-

state energy E as a function of electronic density n(r), E[n(r)]. Hence, E is a function of n(r) and 

n(r) is a function of another function which is where the word “Functional” in “Density 

Functional Theory” came from. Therefore, the properties of any material can be predicted using 

its unique ground-state wavefunction and electronic density. To this end, the properties of a 

material can be calculated by solving the electronic density functional of the three coordinates 

instead of solving the wavefunction of the 3N variables. In this regard, a nanomaterial of 100 

Cu atoms with thousands of dimensions, the electronic density functional can be solved using 

only three dimensions. Although the Hohenberg-Kohn theory presented a successful model to 

find an accurate energy representation for the system using electronic density instead of the 

wavefunction, it did not identify the exact functional to be used. For that reason, a second 

theorem was modified to give the set of the wavefunctions n(r) corresponding to the ground-

state electronic density. The theory states that “The electron density that minimizes the energy 

of the overall functional is the true electron density corresponding to the full solution of the 

Schrödinger equation.” 86  

In this second theorem, the functional is being solved using variety of densities until it 

reaches a minimum value which refers to the ground-state electronic density. Thus, the ground-

state energy can be written in the form of Ψi(r) [single electron wave functions] that are 

collected to define the n(r). Finally, a functional is formed from two terms (a known and an 

unknown). 

E[{ψi}] = Eknown[{ψi}] + EXC[{ψi}]      (II-10) 
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Eknown[{ψi}] = 
ℎ2

𝑚
∑ ∫ψ𝑖

∗∇2ψ𝑖𝑑
3𝑟 + ∫ 𝑉(𝑟)𝑛(𝑟)𝑑3𝑟 + 

𝑒2

2
∬

𝑛(𝑟)𝑛(𝑟′)

⌈𝑟−𝑟′⌉
𝑑3𝑟𝑑3𝑟′ + 𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖  (II-11) 

 

The Eknown is represented by 4 terms, the first is the electronic kinetic energies, the 

second is the electron-nuclear Coulomb interactions, the third is the electron-electron 

interactions, and the fourth is the nuclear-nuclear interactions.  

 The wavefunction’s second term is the exchange correlation function (EXC[{Ψi}]), it 

contains all the effects resulted from quantum mechanics that the known term did not include 

them. Moreover, Kohn and Sham (KS) proved that solving some equations with only one 

electron in each equation can pave the way to find the right electronic density. 

[
ℎ2

2𝑚
∇2 +V(r) +VH(r) +VXC(r)] ψi(r) = εi ψi(r)     (II-12) 

𝑉𝐻(𝑟) = 𝑒2 ∫
𝑛(𝑟′)

|𝑟−𝑟′|
𝑑3𝑟        (II-13) 

where V(r) is the electron-nuclear interaction energy term, which is one of the known energy 

functionals, VH(r) represents the Hartree potential term, VXC is the exchange-correlation 

functional. All the three V(r), VH(r), and VXC represent the potential energy term. The previous 

equation can define the position vector (r) using only 3 variables. VH(r) can identify the 

interaction between the total density of the electrons in the system and a considered electron in 

the system. This interaction can be classified as a self-interaction including the electron 

interacting with itself. That self-interaction should be corrected which can be described by the 

VXC term. 

 It is important for solving the Kohn and Sham equation to find the ground-state 

electronic density and hence the VH term. However, to get the VH term, it is required to find the 

single electron wavefunction through solving Kohn and Sham equation. This puzzle can be 

overcome through some calculations. First, the electronic density n(r) should be assumed using 

an initial guess. Then, the VH can be calculated in terms of the suggested n(r). After that, the 

Kohn and Sham equation can be solved to get the single electron wavefunction Ψi(r). Then, that 
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Ψi(r) can be used to find the new n(r). Finally, the new calculated n(r) should be used to calculate 

VH and the steps are repeated until the initial n(r) is equal to the calculated n(r). However, this 

algorithm missed the point of how to make a first guess for the initial electronic density. 

 

2.1.5.2 The Exchange-Correlation Functional 

 One of the active research points in DFT science is to develop a functional that can 

describe the exact nature of the exchange-correlation (XC) functional. To this end, there is only 

one special case in which the XC functional is well known, which is the uniform electron gas. 

For a uniform electron gas, the n(r) is constant in all coordinates. However, in a real material, 

the electronic density varies over the space and directions. On the other hand, the case of the 

uniform electronic gas can be used to give insights on the practical use of the Kohn and Sham 

equation. In this practical application, a known exchange-correlation potential can be defined 

at each position in the system using the electronic density observed from the uniform electron 

gas at this position. 

VXC (r) = 𝑉𝑋𝐶
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐.𝑔𝑎𝑠

[n(r)]        (II-14) 

 

Furthermore, this approximation uses the local density only to approximate the 

exchange-correlation function namely Local Density Approximation (LDA). However, this 

LDA pathway cannot identify the true structure of the exchange-correlation functional. 

Although the theoreticians did not find “yet” an accurate mathematical solution that can be used 

for all systems, there are many formulae that can give accurate acceptable results. Therefore, it 

is important to know which XC functional to use when dealing with a particular system. As an 

example, one of the most widely used functionals is the Generalized Gradient Approximation 

(GGA) which combines both the LDA information and the local gradient of the electron 

density. However, the GGA is not always accurate or suitable for all systems and sometimes 

LDA can give more accurate results. On the other hand, the GGA itself contains a high number 
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of functional since the local gradient of the electron density can be identified using different 

routes and mathematical formulae. The wavefunctions should satisfy the real electronic 

properties for a system of N-electrons in N-directions to allow an accurate mathematical 

solution for the quantum mechanical properties of the system and hence for the approximations 

applied on the wavefunction resulted. 

 

2.1.6 DFT proposed corrections for the electronic properties problem 

 To give an accurate prediction for the properties of the modelled material, it is 

important to describe the electronic structure correctly. However, there is a famous bandgap 

problem in the semiconductor correlated materials. On the other hand, many approaches were 

adopted by researchers to address this problem and provide accurate solutions. One of the 

cheapest approaches computationally is the Hubbard correction (DFT+U) approach. The 

Hubbard correction can provide an accurate prediction for the electronic properties of highly 

correlated materials. However, the optimization of the U value (Coulomb interaction potential) 

needs more semi-empirical methods to be achieved.  

 

2.1.6.1 Proposed corrections and their accuracy 

 DFT can provide a structural and cohesive properties accurately. However, it cannot 

predict the electronic related properties with the same accuracy for semiconductor materials 93. 

Therefore, computationally expensive tools such as hybrid functionals that solves the Hartree-

Fock (HF) equations exactly or larger basis sets should be employed to give more accurate 

results 86. Reaching a more accurate electronic structure is crucial for predicting the needed 

properties such as the bandgap and the formation energy. Noteworthy to mention that hybrid 

functionals can fail to give accurate electronic properties with semiconductors with strong 

electron correlation (Mott insulators) 94,95. Alternatives to hybrid functionals have been 

developed to save time and to give more accurate results. One of the major alternatives 
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employed is the DFT+U (Hubbard correction) which can give accurate results for electronic 

properties such as the bandgap. One of the major advantages of DFT+U besides its accurate 

results, is its low computational cost. The correct electronic structure calculated from the 

DFT+U can then be used to give more information about the system such as the formation 

energy and the intermolecular interactions 95. Moreover, the DFT+U can provide accurate 

results for the physical properties as well such as the magnetic properties and the structural 

properties for the highly correlated systems. However, the major disadvantage of the DFT+U 

is its failure to predict properties of material with delocalized electrons (e.g. metals). The key 

point for the successful results of the Hubbard correction is its simple approach for getting over 

the underestimated interactions between electrons through adding a numerical value (U) using 

semi-empirical method 94. This method makes the Hubbard correction a good tool to give 

insights on the effect of the electronic correlation on the physical parameters of the system. To 

this end, the Hubbard correction can be used along with most of the DFT functionals such as 

the LDA+U, and the GGA+U. 

 

2.1.6.2 Highly correlated systems problem 

 The sum of the Hartree term ,which represents the Columbic repulsion between the 

density of the electrons, and the exchange-correlation term (XC) ,which represents the spin 

interaction and all the correlation, can describe the interaction energy 89. However the accuracy 

of the DFT calculations depends mainly on the accuracy of the approximations used to calculate 

the exchange-correlation term 90. Generally, the XC functional cannot represent the many-body 

properties for an N-electron system accurately since the dependence of the XC functional on 

the electronic density is difficult to be modelled. Therefore, highly correlated systems which 

are the systems that have its physical properties controlled by interactions between the many-

body electrons cannot be accurately described using the direct DFT approaches. This problem 

results in some electronic modelling  difficulties such as the bandgap modelling  problem 

reflected in poor prediction of the transition states and intermolecular interactions 96.  
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 The problem with using DFT to describe the highly correlated systems resulted from 

the XC functional representation of those systems represented in over estimation of the 

delocalization of the valence electrons and the stabilization of the ground state of the metallic 

nature 94,95. For that reason, DFT usually fails to predict the properties of the highly correlated 

systems which include a ground state with more localized electrons. The over-delocalization 

resulted from the XC functional can be attributed to the inability of the functional to remove 

the self-interacted electrons contained in the Hartree term which in turn gives a remaining term 

representing the self-interacting electron which adds a delocalization for the wavefunction 95. 

One of the solutions to this problem is the hybrid functionals that contain a Hartree-Fock 

exchange functional and a linear combination of exchange-correlation density. Those terms are 

considered self-interaction-free since the self-interaction of the electrons is eliminated through 

the presentation of the Fock-exchange term. However, the hybrid methods are computationally 

expensive and cannot be used easily for large systems or complex systems. Moreover, the 

Hartree-Fock method fails to describe the physical properties of the highly correlated systems 

since it describes the electronic structure using only an optimized determinant. For describing 

the highly correlated systems, a full multi-determinant for the N-electron wavefunction should 

be taken into consideration besides the many-body terms 94. To this end, it can be concluded 

that using DFT approximations such as the LDA and GGA cannot describe the physical 

properties of the highly correlated systems. 

 

2.1.6.3 The Mott insulators 

 Mott insulators are materials that give both metallic and insulating properties when 

measured using different tools. Those materials give a metallic nature when modelled using the 

band theories while they show an insulating behaviour when measured experimentally. Nevil 

Mott pointed out this behaviour in the band theory which indicate that the interelectron forces 

can lead to the presence of a bandgap instead of modelling  the material as conductors 97. In 

those Mott insulators, the bandgap is generated due to the presence of Hund’s rule of the crystal 
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field splitting between the sub orbitals of the same orbital (e.g. 3d orbital). This insulating 

behaviour results from the Coulomb repulsion generated between the electrons in the same 

orbital enforcing them to localize in their orbitals. A “U” value was suggested by Hubbard to 

represent this strong Coulombic potential that arises among the highly-correlated electrons. 

Moreover, the localization of electrons results in a restriction in the movement of the electrons 

enforcing them to jump between atoms “hopping mechanism”, this jump has an amplitude of a 

transfer integer (t) which is proportional to the bandwidth of the valence electronic state. 

Therefore, the bandgap can be formed with a competition between (t) and (U). And the energy 

of the bandgap can be calculated using the following equation where (z) is a term representing 

the number of the neighbouring atoms 95.  

Egap =U − 2zt         (II-15) 

Hence, the Hubbard Hamiltonian can be formulated in a simpler method such as 95:  

Hub=𝑡 ∑ (𝑐𝑖,𝜎
∗ 𝑐𝑖,𝜎 + ℎ𝑐) + 𝑈∑ 𝑛𝑖↑𝑛𝑖↓𝑖(𝑖,𝑗),𝜎      (II-16) 

where (i,j) represents the nearest neighbour atomic sites, C* is the electronic creation, C is the 

annihilation, and n is the number of operators for electrons of a specific spin in site i. It can be 

noted that (t) is proportional to the dispersion of the valence electrons, on the other hand, (U) 

is proportional to the atomic state occupation numbers on the same site. The bandgap results 

from the insufficient energy of the electrons that hinders them from overcoming the repulsion 

potential of electrons in the neighbouring sites (t < U). However, when U > t, DFT can 

accurately predict the electronic properties.  

 

2.1.7 The Hubbard Correction 

 The Hubbard correction namely DFT+U has a main advantage of being easy to be 

added to the DFT methods without a significant computational cost. The U correction can be 

implemented in both the LDA approximations and the GGA approximations. The Hubbard 
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Hamiltonian treats all the valence electrons using the normal DFT methods except for the highly 

correlated d and f orbitals. The U correction can be added to the DFT functional after identifying 

the on-site interaction strength. The U term “Coulomb potential” and a J term “site exchange” 

can identify the on-site interaction and they can be calculated through ab-initio methods or 

semi-empirical methods. In order to add the U correction to the DFT functional and provide an 

accurate solution, the approximation itself should be well understood and the conditions of the 

system should be considered 94,95. For the LDA functional, the total energy ELDA+U can be 

calculated as the summation of the Hubbard functional (for correlated states) and the LDA 

energy functional (for all states). It should be noted that adding this Hubbard term will cause a 

double counting for the correlated states. Therefore, a new term Edc should be removed from 

the calculated total energy 94.  

ELDA +U[ρ(r)] = ELDA[ρ(r)] + EHub[{𝑛𝑚𝑚
𝐼𝜎 }]- Edc[n

Iσ]    (II-17) 

 To this end, the U correction can be considered as the substitution of the electronic 

interaction of the mean field in the exchange-correlation functional. Moreover, the Edc is not 

unique for each system and can be defined for many systems at the same time. One of those 

formulations is the fully localized limit (FLL) which can be applied on more localized electrons 

on an orbital system 98,99. This formulation is commonly used since it can expand the width of 

the orbitals of Kohn and Sham while considering the Mott localization. This formula identifies 

the LDA+U as following: 

𝐸𝐿𝐷𝐴+𝑈[𝜌(𝑟)] = ∑ [
𝑈𝑙

2
∑ 𝑛𝑚

𝑙𝜎𝑛𝑚′
𝑙𝜎′

𝑚,𝜎≠𝑚′,𝜎′ −
𝑈𝑙

2
𝑛𝑙(𝑛𝑙 − 1𝑙 )]   (II-18) 

where 𝑛𝑚
𝐼𝜎is the occupation number of the localized orbitals in which I is the site index, m is 

the state index, and 𝜎 is the spin. It is expected that the U correction will depend on the 

occupation number since it depends on the states which are affected by the correlation effect 

and are the most distributed. Therefore, assisting the electronic Mott localization on specific 

states will lead to reduction in the fractional occupation of the localized orbitals 94.  
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 The rotation of the basis set of the atomic orbital that defines the occupation number is 

not well modelled in the Mott localization model. Therefore, a rotationally invariant 

formulation should be used (unitary-transformation-invariant) along with the LDA+U 98. This 

formulation can be considered the most complete one for the LDA+U since the electronic 

interaction depends fully on the orbitals. A simplified form of U is the Ueff which is an effective 

U parameter equals U-J where J is the exchange interaction resulted from Hund’s coupling rule. 

To this end, the Ueff is preferred since the J parameter is important for many systems especially 

those with spin-orbit coupling. 

 

2.1.8 Perdew–Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) approximation 

 In KS equation, the EXC should be approximated as a function of spin densities in order 

to find an accurate result. One of those approximations is the local spin density approximation 

(LSD) which only vary the densities slowly to reach the appropriate results using the following 

equation where n is the summation of n↑ and n↓ 
100: 

𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝐿𝑆𝐷[𝑛↑, 𝑛↓] = ∫ 𝑑3𝑟𝑛 ∈𝑋𝐶

𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓
(𝑛↑, 𝑛↓)      (II-19) 

 Another important approximation is the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 

which can improve the electronic results namely, the atomization energy, the total energy, and 

the energy barriers. This improvement may be attributed to the ability of the GGA to expand 

and soften the bonds and it can deal with the inhomogeneous density which makes it correct 

the LSD results 100. the GGA can identify the total energy as following: 

𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝐺𝐺𝐴[𝑛↑, 𝑛↓] = ∫𝑑3𝑟𝑓(𝑛↑, 𝑛↓, ∇𝑛↑, ∇𝑛↓)      (II-20) 

 Choosing the right 𝑓(𝑛↑, 𝑛↓, ∇𝑛↑, ∇𝑛↓) still a tricky mission, it can be estimated using 

either a semi-empirical methods or ab-initio methods. However, the semi-empirical methods 

fail for metals and gases. On the other hand, the ab-initio methods can provide a better solution 

since it starts from the exchange correlation hole second order density gradient expansion of 
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the electron and slowly vary the density, after that, the long range parts are cut off to follow the 

sum rules 100. In 1996, Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof suggested a modification for the GGA 

approximation and developed the PBE energy as following 100:  

𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝑃𝐵𝐸[𝑛↑, 𝑛↓] = ∫𝑑3𝑟𝑛 ∈𝑋𝐶

𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓 (𝑛) 𝐹𝑋𝐶(𝑟𝑠 , 휁, 𝑠)    (II-21) 

where 휁 is the spin polarization and equals (ρ↑- ρ↓)/ρ, rs is the Wigner–Seitz radius and equals 

(4Пρ/3)(-1/3)  . It was proved that the 𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝑃𝐵𝐸  increases with increasing the electronic density 

because of the deeper exchange-correlation hole that makes it more localized 101. To this end, 

the PBE method was proved to have an acceptable accuracy and low computational cost over 

other DFT methods. Therefore, in this study, the PBE will be adopted to give the most accurate 

and acceptable results. 

 

2.1.9 Van der Waals implementations in DFT 

 Layered structures can develop a London force between layers namely the Van der 

Waals forces (VdW), those forces have a great impact on the resulted total energy and must be 

taken into consideration when calculating the DFT energy term. However, dispersion 

functionals can be applied to the DFT functionals to overcome this effect 102. Grimme et. al 

have developed a dispersion functional named DFT-D3 to account for the VdW forces and to 

be applied as a DFT approximation as following 102:  

𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝
𝐷𝐹𝑇−𝐷3 = −0.5 ∑ ∑ 𝑠𝑛

𝐶𝑛
𝐴𝐵

𝑅𝐴𝐵
𝑛 𝑓𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝,𝑛(𝑅𝐴𝐵)𝑛=6,8𝐴≠𝐵     (II-22) 

𝑓𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝,𝑛(𝑅𝐴𝐵) =
1

1+𝑒
−𝛾(

𝑅𝐴𝐵

𝑠𝑟,𝑛𝑅0
𝐴𝐵−1)

       (II-23) 

where, the summation is for all the atomic pairs in the system, RAB is the internuclear distance, 

𝐶𝑛
𝐴𝐵is average nth order dispersion coefficient for the atoms A and B, sn is the global DF 

dependent scaling factor (usually s6 is the commonly used value and is set to unity in DFT-D3 

to correct the long range behaviour), 𝑓𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝,𝑛 is a damping function to overcome the double 
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counting in the functional and can be used to give the dispersion correction range, 𝑅0
𝐴𝐵is the 

cut-off radius of the atomic pair computed non-empirically, 𝛾 is a constant that is used to give 

the steepness of the functions.  

 Another approximation that requires a lower computational cost and can give a similar 

accurate result is the DFT-DF2 approximation.  

𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝑉𝑑𝑊−𝐷𝐹2 = 𝐸𝑋

𝑟𝑃𝑊86 + 𝐸𝑐
𝑃𝑊𝐿𝐷𝐴 + 𝐸𝑐−𝑛𝑙

𝑉𝑑𝑊−𝐷𝐹2     (II-24) 

𝐸𝑐−𝑛𝑙
𝑉𝑑𝑊−𝐷𝐹2 = 0.5 ∬𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑟′𝜌(𝑟)𝜌(𝑟′)∅(𝑟, 𝑟′)     (II-25) 

where 𝐸𝑋
𝑟𝑃𝑊86 is the exchange functional of the refitted PW86 functional, 𝐸𝑐

𝑃𝑊𝐿𝐷𝐴 is the local 

correlation part of the PW86 functional, and 𝐸𝑐−𝑛𝑙
𝑉𝑑𝑊−𝐷𝐹2 is a term added to the converged 

functional PW86 and the functionals (rPW86 and PWLDA) vary in the definition of the kornel 

∅(r,r’) 102. This DFT-DF2 functional has proved to give accurate results for carbon materials 

with VdW forces that are used in this study 102–104.  

 

2.2 Applications 

2.2.1 Photoelectrochemical water splitting 

Splitting or dissociation of water into its elemental species (H2 and O2 molecules) is an 

uphill reaction in terms of energy where this reaction requires 1.23 eV per electron or ∆𝐺0 

(standard free energy change) of 237.2 kJ/mol as shown in Figure II-1 19. For undergoing water 

splitting, two H+
 ions need two electrons to produce a single H2 molecule (reduction of H ions 

or proton reduction) while four holes are required to produce a single O2 molecule (oxidation 

of O ions or water oxidation) as indicated in the equations below.  
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Oxygen Evolution Reaction (OER):     2𝐻2𝑂 + 4ℎ𝑣𝑏
+  → 𝑂2 + 4𝐻+   (II-26) 

Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER):   2𝐻 + 2𝑒𝑐𝑏
−  → 𝐻2      (II-27) 

 

One of the possible ways to get the necessary energy to drive the water splitting redox 

reaction, is to absorb it from the solar energy spectrum via semiconductor (SC) which in turn 

produces photogenerated charge carriers (electrons (𝑒𝑐𝑏
− )  in the conduction band (CB) and 

holes (ℎ𝑣𝑏
+ ) in the valence band (VB)). It is important to mention that the bandgap (Eg) of the 

semiconductor (light absorber) has to be 1.23 eV at least (corresponding to photons of ʎ < 1010 

nm)  and the photon must possess energies greater than or equal the bandgap of the 

semiconductor to be absorbed; to supply the energy required for the reaction to occur as 

expressed below.  

Light absorption via SC and photogeneration of charge carriers: 

𝑺𝑪 + 𝒉ʋ (≥ 𝑬𝒈)  →  𝒆𝒄𝒃
− +  𝒉𝒗𝒃

+             (II-28) 

In addition to the bandgap requirement for the SC photoelectrode, the band edges (VB 

and CB) must straddle the redox potentials of the water species as shown in Figure II-2 19. 

Thus, H2/H
+ and O2/H2O lines must be bracketed between the ECBM and EVBM (conduction band 

minimum and valence band maximum energies) of the SC photoelectrode. For practical overall 

water splitting, the photoelectrodes the bandgap energy must be in the range of 1.6-2.4 eV to 

account for the kinetic overpotentials 19. In a typical photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting 

cell, an n-type semiconductor is employed as a photoanode while a p-type semiconductor is 

employed as a photocathode.  

Figure II-1 The energetics of water splitting uphill reaction. 
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So in general, the criteria needed for a successful photoanodes are (i) the bandgap must 

be greater than 1.23 eV (theoretically) and 2 eV (practically), (ii) the redox potentials must be 

straddled by the band edge positions of the SC, (iii) the mobility and the lifetime of the electron-

hole pair must allow the charge carriers to reach the active sites, (iv) the rate of OER should be 

higher than the competing recombination reactions, (v) the SC is required to be stable under 

illuminating and aqueous conditions 105.  

2.2.2.1 Photoelectrochemical water splitting mechanism  

Solar-driven water splitting systems can be categorized into (1) photoelectrochemical 

(PEC), (2) photocatalytic (PC), and (3) photovoltaic-electrochemical (PV-EC). The light will 

be shed here on PEC water splitting. The process of PEC water splitting as shown in Figure II-

3  19 starts by (i) the light absorption of the photoelectrodes leading to the production of 

photogenerated electron-hole pairs (charge carriers) that induce photocurrents in photoanodes 

(n-type SC). (ii) The photo-generated holes oxidize the water at the photoanode. (iii) From the 

photoanode to the photocathode, the ionic transport of H+ (hydrogen ions) occurs through the 

electrolyte while the electronic transport of electrons occurs via the external circuit. (iv) At the 

photocathode, the electrons reduce the hydrogen ions. 

Figure II-2 Redox potentials for water species relative to the band positions of the semiconductor with 
respect to reference hydrogen electrode (RHE). 
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2.2.2.2 Tuning metal oxides to act as photoanodes  

The selection and design of materials for the PEC system is very essential to obtain 

high performance. In this regard, the light absorber (photoanodes and photocathodes) is a key 

player that dictates the overall conversion efficiency. For practical photoanodes, it is very 

common to use n-type metal oxide SCs due to their stability in water. However, utilization of 

metal oxides in such endeavour face two main challenges. First, metal oxides have poor optical 

properties and wide bandgaps. Second, they have poor conductivity that is attributed to the low 

charge carrier mobility 19. To improve the PEC performance of a given material class, there are 

several approaches. (i) Doping, (ii) development of heterojunctions, (iii) Co-catalyst loading, 

(iv) surface passivation, (v) nano-structuring 19. Doping is the most common method to enhance 

the PEC efficiency for metal oxides through the introduction of intermediate defects states 

within the bandgap of the SC to reduce the bandgap. To narrow down the bandgap and to 

modify the bandstructure, dopants such as transition elements, N, S, and C are usually exploited 

to improve the light absorption, that leads to the improvement of PEC efficiency 106.    

 

Figure II-3 Photoelectrochemical water splitting mechanism. 
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2.2.2 Quantum capacitance of carbon electrodes 

In 1988, Luryi has presented the concept of quantum capacitance CQ for 

semiconductors and is defined as the variation of electrical charge with respect to the variation 

of the electrochemical applied voltage (gate voltage) 107. In solid state devices, the gate voltage 

can be used to vary the density of charge carriers (electrons or holes) through the field effect 

which in turn change the position of the Fermi level (EF). For semiconductors, the position of 

the EF represents the charge neutrality point that can be shifted from the valence band (VB) to 

the conduction band (CB) due to the change in the gate voltage 107. For bulk semiconductors, 

the CQ is misleading if it is compared to the real experimental values due to the fact that the 

insulator capacitance is much smaller than CQ 
108. On the other hand, for 2D materials such as 

graphene and graphene-like structures, the DOS is highly affected by the EF and hence, the CQ 

can be affected greatly by the gate voltage 108. Usually the 2D materials exhibit a minimum at 

the charge neutrality point when the conductance is measured as a function of the applied 

potential. This can be attributed to the fact that the DOS near the neutrality point is very small. 

For 2D materials with such a low DOS, the removal or addition of any electron can impact the 

electrode potential dramatically which gives a great importance to the calculation of the CQ. 

Doping and using of variant carbon structures can enhance the intensity of the DOS near the 

neutrality point reflecting enhancement in the CQ. In calculations of CQ, the EF is usually taken 

into account instead of the reference electrode and is considered as the potential of zero charge 

for the electrode (PZC) 7. In summary, the CQ has a greater impact in 2D materials than in bulk 

materials and is directly related to the DOS around the EF. 
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Chapter III : Literature Review 

3.1 The progress of DFT implementation for energy applications    

In general, the design and the development of materials are very complicated, cost-

ineffective, time-inefficient and resources consuming. The development of energy materials is 

not an exception. In the energy materials arena, there is a high demand and emphasis on the 

structural, thermodynamic, electronic, and optical properties. In this regard, first-principles 

calculations embodied in DFT pave the road for researchers to explore the aforementioned 

properties exploiting the quantum mechanics as the underpinnings for the modelling and 

simulation for the material at hand without any reliance on empirical parameters. By this way, 

DFT is instrumental in predicting the physical properties of novel materials. The 

pseudopotential-based DFT is the most widely used approach for the obtaining physical 

properties of energy materials 109. For energy materials, the most common exchange-correlation 

functional (XC) adopted are the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and local density 

approximation (LDA) 109. However, GGA and LDA, typically, underestimate the energy 

bandgap of SCs and fail in describing the defect states. For energy materials, these shortcomings 

significantly affect the reliability of the results of such functionals. To mitigate these 

shortcomings, the research community resort to other approaches with higher computational 

cost. Among the approaches are; quasiparticle GW approximation, DFT+U, and hybrid 

functionals. DFT+U is the most convenient and computationally-efficient approach for strongly 

correlated electron systems or in other words; materials that contain d or f orbitals in their 

bandstructures. There are plethora of DFT calculations packages for materials simulations such 

as Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP), Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package 

(VASP), Quantum espresso, DMol3 and Spanish Initiative for Electronic Simulations with 

Thousands of Atoms (SIESTA). In this study, CASTEP and VASP are utilized. CASTEP is a 

program based on quantum mechanics dedicated to serve solid-state physics and solid-state 

materials science. CASTEP adopts the plane-wave pseudopotential method to investigate 
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crystals and surfaces in various material classes. Furthermore, CASTEP can be used for defect 

studies 109. VASP is a software implementation that models the electronic calculations and 

quantum mechanical molecular dynamics. VASP was developed based on the plane wave basis 

set. For the description of the electron-core interaction, VASP employs either Vanderbilt 

pseudopotentials or PAW method. Within VASP package, there are plenty of post-DFT 

corrections implemented like hybrid functionals, random phase approximations, HF exchange, 

and many-body perturbations. All of these implementations qualified VASP to be utilized in 

studying of thin-films, liquids, glasses, surfaces, interfaces, semiconductors, insulators, 

nanostructures, structure stability, phase stability, mechanical properties, optical properties, 

electrical properties, electronic properties, magnetic properties, and other applications 109. 

Therefore, CASTEP and VASP are very convenient for energy materials studies. 

 

3.2 DFT for PEC water splitting applications 

DFT can be used to study different aspects and dimensions in PEC water splitting. In 

this part, the most important aspects would be covered. 

 

3.2.1 Calculation of energy bandgap 

For the improvement of wide-bandgap for SC, doping is a well-known technique to 

narrow the bandgap and enhance the optical properties for PEC water splitting. Asahi et al. 

attempted to substitutionally dope TiO2 by nitrogen and succeeded in his pursue due to the 

mixing of the p states of nitrogen with O p states 110. Using  VASP with cut-off energy of 29 

Ry and Vanderbilt psedopotentials, Kamisaka et al. performed theoretical studies on carbon 

doped TiO2 through investigating the electronic bandstructure and optical properties 111. Meng 
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et al. utilized VASP with the DFT+U framework to unravel the effect of Ti and Cu doping in 

the enhancement of the bandgap of α-Fe2O3 as shown in Figure III-1 112. 

3.2.2 Charge carrier transport 

Charge carrier transport and electron-hole separation can be evaluated via DFT. 

Deskins et al. employed CP2K package with norm-conserving pseudopotentials to study the 

effect of adding excess electron to pristine TiO2 and hydroxylated TiO2 at (110) surfaces 113. 

Kleiman-Shwarsctein et al. exploited VASP with LDA-DFT and cut-off energy of 400 eV to 

elucidate the effect Al doping in α-Fe2O3 to improve the conductivity 114. 

 

3.2.3 Electrochemical surface reactions and reaction mechanism 

DFT plays an important role in predicting the characteristics of the interface between 

the liquid and SC is of great significance for the understanding of the PEC water splitting 

performance for a given SC-liquid combination 3. Valdes, Rossmeisl and Norskov groups 

devised an electrochemical framework to probe the photo-oxidation of water via DFT 115–117. 

Within this framework, the thermodynamics of the interface reactions can offer a wholistic 

atomistic explanation for the PEC water splitting. DFT can also give a hand in the determination 

of the reaction pathways and mechanism for PEC water splitting. As a function of electrode 

potential, Skulasson et al. calculated the activation energy of hydrogen evolution reaction 

Figure III-1 (a) The DOS for bare α-Fe2O3 (b) The DOS of Cu-doped α-Fe2O3 (c) The DOS of Ti-doped α-Fe2O3. 
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(HER) with nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations wit RPBE exchange-correlation functional 

118. 

 

3.3 Metal oxides for PEC water splitting applications 

Numerous of material classes were investigated for PEC water splitting applications 

such as carbon-based SCs, oxynitrides, classic SCs, chalcogenides. However, the most popular 

material class for photoanodes is metal oxides 24. Among this class, α-Fe2O3 (haematite), WO3 

(tungsten trioxide) and BiVO4 (bismuth vanadate) are heavily studied materials but TiO2 

(titantia) is the most investigated material being the first material to be utilized in PEC water 

splitting 23. Metal oxides are known to be very stable in aqueous and illuminated conditions. 

Yet, they suffer from large bandgaps and poor conductivity. Doping is one of the most 

established techniques to mitigate theses deficits in metal oxides.  A myriad of dopants and 

defects in metal oxides were explored for water splitting applications.   

Hufnagel et al. used VASP with PAW pseudopotentials and DFT+U approach to 

explore the effect of tin-doping in α-Fe2O3 photoanode for PEC water splitting applications. 

The study revealed through the calculations of energetics of surface intermediates for OER that 

tin-doped α-Fe2O3 decreased the overpotential on (0001) facet. Also, the study showed that tin-

doped α-Fe2O3 enhanced the charge transfer efficiency 119.  

Chandrasekaran et al. combined experimental and computational approach to unveil 

the effect of Mn and V doping in WO3 for PEC water splitting applications. In this study, VASP 

was used with Vanderbilt (ultrasoft) pseudopotentials. The study showed that Mn and V doping 

reduced the overpotential. Furthermore, the doped WO3 improved photocurrent densities by 1.8 

and 4.1 times for Mn and V, respectively 120. 

Concerning BiVO4, Wen et al. employed CASTEP within the PBE-GGA framework 

with ultrasoft pseudopotentials to investigate the effect of F doping in monoclinic BiVO4. The 
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study revealed that the bandgap was narrowed and the separation of the photoexcited electron-

hole pair was enhanced 121. While, Zhao et al. exploited CASTEP with PBE-GGA and LDA+U 

combined with experiments to clarify the roles of O vacancies in W-doped BiVO4. The study 

showed enhanced separation of photogenerated electron-hole pair 122. 

Regarding TiO2, Lin et al. used DFT+U on VASP software to evaluate the co-doping 

effect of Fe and Ni in TiO2 as shown in Figure III-2 123. It was found that co-doping improved 

the optical absorption of TiO2 within the visible region 123. 

Opoku et al. employed CASTEP within the DFT+U framework to the study the optical 

properties, electronic and the synergistic effects of ternary doping (Fe/C/S) of anatase TiO2 
124. 

Figure III-2 PEC water splitting mechanism for TiO2 co-doped with Fe and Ni. 

Figure III-3 The absorption coefficient of different dopants in anatase TiO2. 
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The study showed that the ternary doped TiO2 is more favourable under oxygen-rich conditions, 

the absorption of ternary doped TiO2 was enhanced over the visible region as shown in Figure 

III-3 124. Also, band edge positions relative the redox potential of water species are excellent. 

 

Shi et al. utilized the DFT+U approach on VASP to study the effect of C-Nd 

monodoping and co-doping in anatase TiO2. The study exhibited the reduction of recombination 

of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs that improved the photocatalytic activity for solar-

driven hydrogen production 125.  

 Among the various dopants, carbon doping in titania raised a huge controversy in 

literature whether it can induce visible light absorption or not. Khan et al. claimed that carbon 

doping in titania resulted in unprecedented efficiency of 8.35 % 126 whereas Lackner, Fujishima 

and Murphy criticized the study and attributed the flawed result to the erroneous measurement 

protocol of evading the placement of AM 1.5 filter and the underestimation of the bias voltage 

17–19. Nevertheless, numerous experimental and computational studies showed promising results 

of specific carbon defects in titania for water splitting applications 38–44.  

 

3.4 Zirconia for PEC water splitting applications 

Similar to titania, zirconia is a wide-gap metal oxide with distinctive properties such as 

high melting-point, chemical inertness and high corrosion tolerance 45 that render it 

advantageous for a plethora of applications such as biomedical implants, solid oxide fuel cells, 

dental applications, and other applications 28-49. However, the bandgap of zirconia needs to be 

optimized to enhance its photocatalytic activity. Unlike titania, the use of zirconia in water 

splitting systems has been poorly addressed in literature. A few studies shed the light on the 

effect of various dopants on the performance of zirconia in solar-driven hydrogen production 

systems. Hernandez et al. attempted experimentally to dope ZrO2 with Ce and Er 68. The study 

revealed superior photocatalytic activity compared to pure zirconia. The authors attributed this 
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improvement in the performance due to the increased charge carrier separation and the ability 

of Ce and Er doped zirconia to absorb visible light. While, Tolba et al. addressed various H 

doping scenarios in zirconia using DFT+U and ultrasoft pseudopotentials on CASTEP. This 

work revealed that at high oxygen vacancies, HO-OV improved the dielectric constant and 

improved the optical absorption as shown in Figure III-4 69. 

 

On the other hand, Gul et al. applied PBEsol-GGA DFT as implemented in CASTEP 

to scrutinize the effect of concentration of Ce doping in zirconia. The study revealed that 6 % 

Ce doping gave the highest bandgap minimization as shown in Figure III-5 130. 

 

 
Figure III-5 The effect of varying the the Ce doping percentage in zirconia in the minimization of the bandgap. 

Figure III-4 The optical absorption for m-ZrO2 compared with the different H doping scenarios. 
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 Carbon-doped zirconia was briefly investigated in the literature 80–82. Ding et al. 

utilized CASTEP with Ceperley-Alder-perdew-Zunger (CA-PZ) LDA as exchange correlation 

functional to investigate the effect of C and N doping in cubic zirconia (c-zirconia) 80. The study 

focused only on anion doping with 4.17% doping concentration. The study showed that doped 

zirconia gave 2.3 eV and 2.8 eV in case of C and N, respectively. Moreover, C doping enhanced 

the visible light absorption, and the static dielectric function. In another study, Zhang et al. shed 

the light on the doping and co-doping of c-ZrO2 with C and F 81. The study concluded that C-

doped c-ZrO2 gave the highest bandgap minimization. The authors employed DFT+U as 

implemented on CASTEP with Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials. Finally, Tailor et al. 

investigated the effect of N and C doping in tetragonal and monoclinic ZrO2 from a general 

thermodynamic point of view 82. The study showed that C doping has low formation energies 

which indicates the easiness of C incorporation within the ZrO2 crystal. This work used HSE 

hybrid functionals on VASP software.  However, in conclusion, the debateable effect of carbon 

doping in zirconia was neither treated nor unriddled systematically and comprehensively for 

water splitting applications.  

 

3.5 DFT for quantum capacitance calculations of carbon electrodes 

Since CQ has been the of great interest to the development and enhancement of carbon 

electrodes. Research have looked forward for designing and investigating different graphene 

allotropes using CQ. Wood et. al. have used the PBE method with ultrasoft pseudopotential to 

investigate the CQ of the pristine graphene along with doped graphene and strained graphene 

131. For the study of doped graphene, point defect and substitution was performed in a unit cell 

of 54 atoms. While for the stress effect, rippled graphene sheet of 32 atoms was used. The 

rippling of the graphene sheet was applied such as the in-plane lattice parameter was decreased 

convoluting the out of plane lattice parameter with a sinusoidal variation. Their results revealed 

that when comparing the CQ of the defected graphene (Stone-Wales, divacancies and 
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monovacancies), the divacancy gave a large DOS around the EF and hence a high CQ. On the 

other hand, the Stone-Wales and the monovacancy enhanced the CQ by a very low factor. 

Furthermore, by adding H, N, and O to the monovacancy, the DOS along with the CQ changed 

dramatically around the PZC and gave a much higher CQ values. Moreover, the doping of 

graphene with N and B increased the CQ values. However, the effect of dopants also affected 

the position of enhancement of the CQ values according to the potential window. It was found 

that the N-doping enhanced the CQ of graphene in the negative potential window, while the 

boron doping enhanced the CQ of graphene in the positive potential window. This was attributed 

to the increase of the DOS of the related electronic structures relative to the EF. Upon folding 

the graphene sheet, the PDOS of the carbon atoms along the folded edge changes as presented 

in Figure III-6 (b). This impacted the resulted CQ and caused an enhancement in the total 

capacitance performance of the graphene as presented in Figure III-6 (a) 131.  

 

Figure III-6 (a) CQ of folded graphene Vs. pristine graphene, and (b) PDOS of the seven carbon atoms along the 
folded edge of the folded graphene. 
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The point defects in graphene were also in-depth investigated by Pak et.al., they found 

that the CQ was enhanced dramatically due to the delocalization of electrons near the EF that 

increased the DOS and hence the CQ value around the PZC 132. Further investigation of graphene 

defects was investigated over the course of research in order to illustrate the best defected 

structure that can be adopted in experimental work. To this end, Yang et. al. have used the PBE 

method to study N-defected graphene. The study included quaternary doped graphene, three N-

dopants with one vacancy, pyridinic-N doping, and single vacancy. The study also included 

different concentrations of the single vacancy and the N-doping. It was found that the vacancies 

and the N-doping caused the accumulation of charge carriers near the EF and hence increased 

the relative DOS. This caused an increase in the corresponding CQ. It was also observed that 

with increasing the concentration of either the vacancies or the N-dopants, the CQ around the 

PZC increased 133. Other dopants such as Si, S, and P were compared to the N-dopant in their 

effect on CQ of graphene 134. As presented on Figure III-7 (a), the P-doping increased the CQ 

around the PZC dramatically in comparison to other dopants while Si and S did not have a great 

impact on the CQ of the graphene. On the other hand, when combining different N-doping 

positions with the other dopants the effect changed. It can be observed from Figure III-7 (b) 

that the S doping with graphitic N-doping increased the CQ greatly in the negative potential 

window, while the Si doping with graphitic N-doping increased the CQ around the PZC. 

However, the combination between the pyrrolic N-doping and the Pyridinic N-doping with the 

P, Si, and S doping did not have a great impact on the enhancement of the CQ in comparison to 

the pare N-doping 134. CQ has also been used in calculating the capacitance performance of 

hybrid electrodes. Mohsin et. Al. have studied the CQ of hybrid graphene/Cu sheets 135. The 

study included the modelling of three layers of Cu <111> plane with a monolayer of graphene. 

It was observed that the CQ of pristine graphene increased greatly which was attributed to the 

weakening of the e-e interaction and Fermi velocity modulation 135. Recent researchers are 

using graphene oxide instead of graphene in supercapacitor application since it keeps the 2D 

shape of graphene and provide a higher conductivity due to the presence of oxygen atoms. Song 
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et. Al. have studied the effect of the oxygen functional groups that forms in case of graphene 

oxide on the CQ values of the pristine graphene. The study focused on the epoxy and hydroxyl 

groups. It was found that both functional groups enhanced the CQ values against the pristine 

graphene. However, the hydroxyl group had a much greater effect than the epoxy functional 

group 136. In summary, the DFT can give a great insight on the proper electrode material to be 

used in supercapacitor electrodes. However, more screening of materials is required to provide 

a library of the CQ values of the desired carbon materials that will allow a fast-cheap method to 

choose the right electrode material for the perfect supercapacitor performance. 

 

Figure III-7 Change of CQ of graphene upon doping by: (a) different doping elements in graphene sheet, (b) Graphitic 

N along with other dopants, (c) pyridinic N along with other dopants, (d) pyrrolic N along with other dopants. 
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Chapter IV : Methods 

4.1 Computational details for carbon-defected zirconia for water splitting 

In our study, CASTEP code 137 was utilized for the spin-polarized density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations. For modelling the electron-electron interaction, 

the PBE-GGA (Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof of Generalized Gradient Approximation) 16 

was chosen. The Ultrasoft-pseudopotential 138 was adopted to account for the electron-

ion interaction. In the framework of plane-wave basis set, the Kohn-Sham wave 

functions of electrons were expanded up to 380 eV. In consideration of the irreducible 

Brillouin zone, the Monkhorst-Pack scheme 139 was implemented to sample the k-points 

where a mesh of (5x5x5) and (2x5x5) (0.04 spacing of points) k-points were constructed 

for the single unit cell and the supercell, respectively. Both were used for geometry 

optimization calculations and generation of density of states (DOS) profile.  In order to 

remedy the self-interaction error in DFT 140, the Hubbard correction approach 141 was 

employed to describe the energy bandgap adequately. Furthermore, Hubbard correction 

was exploited to attain proper positions of the defect states within the bandgap and to 

improve the accuracy of the defect formation energy calculations 142. In this regard, the 

applied Hubbard U parameters, were 4 eV to the 4d orbitals of Zr and 4 eV on the 2p 

orbitals of O to maintain the nature of Zr-O covalent bond as explained in ref. 

143.143Concerning the geometry optimization convergence criteria, the mean Hellmann-

Feynman force was set to 0.01 eV/A while the maximum displacement tolerances, 

maximum stress, and energy change were adjusted to 5.0 × 10-4, 0.02 GPa, and 5.0 x 10-

6 eV/atom, respectively. In pursuance of benchmarking of the structures and 

computational setup, the coordinates of the atoms and the lattice parameters of m-ZrO2 

were acquired from Purohit et al. work 144 and the calculated parameters were compared 

to their counterparts in literature. After structural relaxations, the obtained energy 

bandgap and lattice parameters matched the previously reported experimental and 
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theoretical values 145. The values were Eg=5.14 eV, a =5.24 Å, b=5.20 Å, and c=5.40 Å, 

respectively. Hence, the computational setup was accredited to be inherited in the 

optimization of the defected structures. For the sake of studying all the possible carbon 

defected structures, a (2x1x1) supercell including 24 atoms was established to embrace 

the different defect concentrations and to minimize the electrostatic interaction with the 

periodic images. Additionally, two defect concentrations were taken into consideration 

to represent the low and high concentrations specifically; 0.125 and/or 0.25 nD/nZr 

(D=defect) where one and/or two defects were introduced to the supercell. It is 

noteworthy that m-ZrO2 has two inequivalent oxygen sites of different binding energies 

namely; three-coordinated (O3c) and four-coordinated (O4c). Initially, the oxygen-

deficient (reduced) ZrO2 was simulated in two scenarios with 0.125 and 0.25 VO defects 

following the approach of Sinhamahapatra et al. 146. Afterwards, interstitial, 

substitutional, and complex carbon defects were incorporated into the pristine and the 

reduced ZrO2 as described by the defects equations in Table V-1. Starting from the 

optimized pristine structure, the following structures were modelled: (i) CO3c (carbon 

atom substituted O3c), (ii) CO4c (carbon atom substituted O4c), (iii) CO3c - CO3c (two 

adjacent bonded CO3c), (iv) CO3c=O3c (CO3c bonded with adjacent O3c) and (v) Ci (carbon 

atom placed between two adjacent O3c and O4c). With respect to the structures which 

started from the optimized reduced ZrO2, the subsequent configurations were studied: 

(vi) CVo3c (carbon atom occupied O3c vacancy), (vii) CVo4c (carbon atom occupied O4c 

vacancy), (viii) VO4CO3c (VO4c associated with CO3c), and (ix) VO4cCi (VO4c associated 

with Ci). Other calculations started from m-ZrO2 defected with CO3c such as: (x)  CO3cVO3c 

(CO3c associated with VO3c) (xi) CO3cVO4c (CO3c associated with VO4c) while the last 

structure started from m-ZrO2 with interstitial carbon defect; (xii) CiVO4c (Ci associated 

with VO4c). It is obvious that (i) is identical to (vi), (ix) is identical to (xii) and (viii) is 

identical to (xi), albeit the starting structures are different. The defect formation energy 

was calculated to assess the relative difficulty of introducing the defects into the 
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structure. Apart from this, binding energy was also computed for complex (associated) 

defects as an essential thermodynamic stability indicator against their decomposition 

into their rudimentary defects 147. The formation energy of a given neutral defect (D) is 

denoted by 𝐸𝐷
𝑓
 and can be defined as: 

𝑬𝑫
𝒇

= Edefected - Epristine + ∑ ∆𝒏𝒊µ𝒊𝒊   (IV-1) 

where Edefected and Epristine represent the calculated total energies of the defected supercell 

and the pristine supercell, respectively, ∆𝑛𝑖  is the difference between the number of a 

given species i in the pristine supercell and the number of the same species in the 

defected supercell. Eventually, µ𝑖  symbolizes the chemical potential of a given species 

i. The chemical potential calculations depend on the thermodynamic reservoir of the 

added/removed species and the experimental growth conditions that may be oxygen-rich 

or zirconium-rich as extreme conditions. For oxygen-rich (zirconium-poor) condition, 

µO can be obtained from ground state energy of oxygen molecule whereas µZr and µC can 

be calculated from µZr= µZrO2 -2µO and µC= µCO2-2µO, respectively. Under the zirconium-

rich (oxygen-poor) condition, µZr can be acquired from ground state energy of single 

zirconium atom in bulk zirconium while µO can be provided by µO= (µZrO2 - µZr)/2 then 

µC can be estimated via µC= µCO2-2µO. On the other hand, the binding energy of a given 

complex C is expressed by Eb and its formula is:  

Eb =  𝐸𝐶
𝑓- ∑  𝐸𝐷

𝑓
𝑙     (IV-2) 

where 𝐸𝐶
𝑓
 and 𝐸𝐷

𝑓
 are the formation energies of a given complex and the formation energy 

of a defect that constitutes the complex C, respectively. The number of l species equals 

the number of defects composing the given complex. 

The complex dielectric function (ε) can be described as 148:  

ε= ε1+iε2=N2      (IV-3) 
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where ε1 and ε2 are the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant, respectively. 

The calculation of the imaginary part of the dielectric function is estimated using the 

following relationship 148:  

𝜺𝟐(𝝎) =  
𝟐𝒆𝟐𝝅

𝜴𝜺𝟎
∑ |⟨𝝋𝒌

𝒄 |𝑯′|𝝋𝒌
𝒄 ⟩|𝟐𝜹(𝑬𝒌

𝒄
𝒌,𝒗,𝒄 (𝒌)⃗⃗⃗⃗ − 𝑬𝒌

𝒗(𝒌)⃗⃗⃗⃗ − ħ𝝎)   (IV-4) 

where 𝛺 is the unit cell volume, ħ𝜔 is the photon energy, 𝐻′ is the matrix element for 

the electromagnetic perturbation added to the normal Hamiltonian taken between the 

valence and conduction band Bloch states at wave vector (𝑘)⃗⃗⃗⃗ , and the 𝛿 -function is the 

energy conservation at (𝑘)⃗⃗⃗⃗ . In particular, the imaginary part is calculated first, from 

which the real part 휀1(𝜔) can be obtained by the Kramers–Kronig transform, using the 

fact that the dielectric constant describes a causal response. The dielectric constant 휀(𝜔) 

is a function of the frequency (𝜔), classifying ε into the electronic contribution part 

(휀𝜔→∞), and the lattice vibrational contribution part (휀𝜔=0), or the optical and static 

molecular polarizability. Based on the calculated dielectric constants (refractive index 

n(ω), extinction coefficient k(ω), absorption coefficient α(ω), reflectivity R(ω), and the 

energy-loss spectrum L(ω)), the other optical properties can then be obtained using the 

following relationships 148:  

 

𝒏(𝝎) =  
[√𝜺𝟏

𝟐(𝝎)+𝜺𝟐
𝟐(𝝎)+𝜺𝟏(𝝎)]

𝟎.𝟓

√𝟐
      (IV-5) 

𝒌(𝝎) =  
[√𝜺𝟏

𝟐(𝝎)+𝜺𝟐
𝟐(𝝎)−𝜺𝟏(𝝎)]

𝟎.𝟓

√𝟐
       (IV-6) 

𝜶(𝝎) =  √𝟐𝝎 [√𝜺𝟏
𝟐(𝝎) + 𝜺𝟐

𝟐(𝝎) − 𝜺𝟏(𝝎)]

𝟎.𝟓

                          (IV-7) 

𝑹(𝝎) =  |
√𝜺𝟏(𝝎)+𝒋𝜺𝟐(𝝎)−𝟏

√𝜺𝟏(𝝎)+𝒋𝜺𝟐(𝝎)+𝟏
|
𝟐

      (IV-8) 

𝑳(𝝎) =
𝜺𝟐(𝝎)

[𝜺𝟏
𝟐(𝝎)+𝜺𝟐

𝟐(𝝎)]
       (IV-9) 
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4.2 Computational details for quantum capacitance for carbon-based electrodes 

Carbon materials generate capacitance depending on the adsorption/desorption at the 

electrode/electrolyte interface. The capacitance generated from the electrolyte is directed by the 

accumulation of the charge and is affected by the ion concentration. On the other hand, the 

capacitance generated from the electrode is limited by the quantum effect resulted from the 

electrode material 149. For carbon electrodes, the EDL capacitance is affected by the pore size, 

pore shape, and the total surface area. While the electronic behaviour of the electrode is 

controlled by the CQ. The electronic reaction of the electrode material results in an electronic 

contribution to the capacitance performance of the Helmholtz layer at the electrode/electrolyte 

interface. To this end, the total capacitance (CT) of a carbon electrode can be evaluated from 

both the EDL capacitance and quantum capacitance and can be calculated using eq. IV-10 with 

ignoring any redox or pseudo-capacitance effect 131.  

1

𝐶𝑇
=

1

𝐶𝑄
+

1

𝐶𝐷𝐿
      (IV-10) 

where CDL is the double layer capacitance, which combines both the diffuse layer and the 

Helmholtz layer. The CQ can be estimated for EDL electrodes according to two proposed 

scenarios using the electronic structure of the electrode material 131,136. Metals that can acquire 

high DOS, does not possess a great change due to removing or adding electrons, hence their 

chemical potential (µe) does not vary very much and the CT is a function of CDL only. On the 

other hand, for semiconductors with low DOS, any change in the charge carriers can affect the 

electrode potential dramatically 150. Therefore, the CQ plays a major role in detecting the 

capacitance of 2D semiconductors. The CQ is defined as the ratio between the variation of 

charge (dQ) and electrode potential (dV) namely differential electrode potential 131,133,136. Eq. 

IV-11 represents the relation to calculate the CQ
diff from DOS assuming uncharged electrode 

131,136,151,152.  

𝐶𝑄
𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 =

𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑉
= 𝑒2𝐷𝑂𝑆(−𝑉𝑒)     (IV-11) 
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where DOS is the electronic density of states, e is the elementary charge, and (-Ve) refers to the 

relative electronic density with respect to EF. The previous equation can be used in bulk 

materials. While for 2D materials, the CQ
diff can be represented by eqs. IV-12 and IV-13 132–

134,153,154.  

𝐶𝑄
𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 =

𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑉
= 𝑒2 ∫ 𝐷𝑂𝑆 𝐹𝑇(𝐸 − 𝜇)𝑑𝐸

+∞

−∞
    (IV-12) 

𝐹𝑇(𝐸) = (4𝑘𝐵𝑇)−1𝑆𝑒𝑐ℎ2(
𝐸

2𝑘𝐵𝑇
)     (IV-13) 

where µ is the electrochemical potential, E is the relative energy with respect to EF, and FT (E) 

is the thermal broadening function. Another equation was established to calculate the CQ
diff  for 

pristine graphene without taking temperature into consideration (eq. IV-14) 131,133.  

𝑪𝑸
𝒅𝒊𝒇𝒇

=
𝒅𝑸

𝒅𝑽
=  𝒆𝟐 𝒈𝒔𝒈𝒗

𝟐𝝅(ħ𝑽𝑭)𝟐
|𝝁|     (IV-14) 

where VF is the Fermi velocity of carriers (∼108 cm/s), gs is the spin degeneration (=2), and gv 

is the valley degeneration (=2). 

For modelling carbon structures and demonstrating quantum capacitance, VASP 155 

(Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package) software was utilized for the DFT calculations 156. 

For the exchange-correlation scheme, the PBE-GGA (Perdew Burke-Ernzerhof 

of Generalized Gradient Approximation) 157 was chosen to model the electron-electron 

interaction. The PAW pseudopotentials158,159 (Projector augmented-wave) were adopted to 

account for the electron-ion interaction. In the framework of plane-wave basis set, the Kohn-

sham wave functions were expanded with a kinetic energy cut-off of 800 eV for both 

geometry optimizations and total energy calculations. The Monkhorst-pack method was used 

to treat the sampling of k-points in the Brillouin zone and the generation of Density of States 

(DOS) profile. The Monkhorst-pack grids were set to 31x31x9, 31x31x1, and 1x1x16 for 

graphite, graphene, and CNT, respectively. For generation of DOS, Methfessel-Paxton 

smearing scheme was applied with a broadening factor of 0.2 eV. For graphite, the VdW-

DF2 non-local correlation functional160 was implemented to account for the dispersion 

interactions result from Van der Waals forces between the graphitic layers. For CNT, the 
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chirality of the was (11,0). A 25x25 Å vacuum slab was introduced for the CNT in the X 

and Y directions while a 20 Å vacuum slab was constructed in the Z-direction to avoid the 

periodic image interactions. The resulted curves of the quantum capacitance were smoothed 

using the Adjacent-Averaging method.  

For the NDG study, A (5x5x1) graphene supercell was established to encompass the 

three different combined types of N-defects. A kinetic energy cut-off of 600 eV for both 

geometry optimizations and total energy calculations. The Monkhorst-pack method was 

adopted to sample the k-points in the Brillouin zone and the generation of Density of States 

(DOS) profile. The Monkhorst-pack grids were set to 31x31x1, and 15x15x1 for graphene, 

and NDG, respectively. For generation of DOS, gaussian smearing was applied with a 

broadening factor of 0.05 eV. A 20 Å vacuum slab was constructed in the Z-direction for 

both materials to avoid the periodic image interactions. 
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Chapter V : Carbon Defects in Zirconia for Water Splitting 

 

The impact of the various carbon defects in pristine and reduced m-ZrO2 was 

investigated in light of the modification in electronic and optical properties.  

 

5.1 Defect energetics 

Before delving into the electronic and optical properties, analysing the relative 

thermodynamic stability of the defects in the doped structures is crucial through the comparison 

of the formation energies of the defects and the binding energies of the complex defects. The 

formation energies of the studied structures are listed in Table V-1 at 100 K and 1000 K. 

Generally, from a thermodynamic point of view, formation energies of carbon defects are more 

favourable under oxygen poor condition at both high and low temperatures. Thus, the 

discussion would focus only on poor oxygen condition. For carbon-substituting-oxygen 

structures, it was found that carbon substituting O3c atom is energetically more stable than 

substituting O4c atom. Concerning carbon interstitial defect, it was observed to have the highest 

formation energy. Regarding complex defects formed in pristine, it was noticed that forming a 

complex of two adjacent CO3c defects with a single bond between the two carbon atoms is more 

favourable to exist rather than lone CO3c defect where CO3c - CO3c (iii case) has the lowest 

formation energy at 1000 K. In addition, the formation of double bond between CO3c defect and 

its adjacent O3c atom was identified as more stable complex than lone CO3c defect with a 

difference in their formation energies reaching -0.12 eV.  

Upon addressing the effects of carbon defects on inducing oxygen vacancies, it was 

reported in the group previous study that formation of VO4c is prevalent over formation of VO3c 

69. However, in this study, it was found that the presence of CO3c atom initiates the formation of 

adjacent VO3c that is more likely to occur than the formation of VO4c with a difference in their 
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formation energies equals to -1.75 eV. This may be attributed to the fact that VO3c bonding 

environment is more preferred for carbon since carbon can form either a double bond with O3c 

(iv case) or a complex with adjacent CO3c (iii case). Also, the formation energy of VO4c with a 

prior existence of Ci equals -2.5 eV which renders interstitial carbon defects effectively induce 

the formation of oxygen vacancies within m-ZrO2, exothermally, in contrast to the formation 

of oxygen vacancies in m-ZrO2 that have positive formation energies. It is also reported that 

the formation of Ci is easier in case of oxygen-deficient m-ZrO2 than in pristine m-ZrO2 crystal. 

Moreover, calculations indicated that CVO3c is more thermodynamically possible than CO3c. 

Finally, the formation of CO3c adjacent to VO4c (viii case) was found to be more likely to occur 

than the formation of CO3c in pristine m-ZrO2. Generally, the considered fabrication conditions 

(oxygen-rich or -poor) and the temperature have a significant impact on the formation energy 

of the defected structures. In summary, a conclusion can be reached from Table V-1 that 

elevating the temperature promotes and facilitates the formation of carbon defects and complex 

defects, and especially in O-poor condition where the percentage of decrease in formation 

energies from 100 to 1000 K is significant. 

Table V-1 Formation energy (𝐸𝐷
𝑓
) of all defected m-ZrO2 structures. 

Initial 

structure 
Defect 

Formation Energy (𝑬𝑫
𝒇

) (eV) 

Equations of defects O-rich O-poor 

100 K 1000 K 100 K 1000 K 

m-ZrO2 

(i) CO3c 
14.46 12.95 2.45 0.94 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 𝑂𝑂3𝑐

𝑥 →  𝐶𝑂3𝑐
′′′′  + 

3

2
𝑂2(𝑔) + 2ℎ• 

(ii) CO4c 14.67 13.16 2.66 1.15 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 𝑂𝑂4𝑐
𝑥 →  𝐶𝑂4𝑐

′′′′  + 
3

2
𝑂2(𝑔) + 2ℎ• 

(iii) CO3c - CO3c 23.82 20.80 -0.20 -3.22 2𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 2𝑂𝑂3𝑐
𝑥 →  2𝐶𝑂3𝑐

′′′′  + 3𝑂2(𝑔) + 4ℎ• 

(iv) CO3c =O3c 14.34 12.83 2.33 0.82 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 𝑂𝑂3𝑐
𝑥 →  𝐶𝑂3𝑐

′′′′  + 
3

2
𝑂2(𝑔) + 2ℎ• 

(v) Ci 12.00 11.50 3.99 3.50 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 𝑉𝑖
𝑥 → 𝐶𝑖

′′′′  + 𝑂2(𝑔) + 4ℎ• 

Oxygen-

deficient  

m-ZrO2 

(vi) CVO3c 8.55 8.07 0.55 0.07 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 𝑉𝑂3𝑐
′′ → 𝐶𝑂3𝑐

′′′′  + 
1

2
𝑂2(𝑔) + 2ℎ• 

(vii) CVO4c 8.66 8.17 0.65 0.17 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 𝑉𝑂4𝑐
′′ → 𝐶𝑂4𝑐

′′′′  + 
1

2
𝑂2(𝑔) + 2ℎ• 

(viii) VO4c CO3c 13.16 11.65 1.16 -0.35 𝑉𝑂4𝑐
′′ + 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) +  𝑂𝑂3𝑐

𝑥 →  𝑉𝑂4𝑐𝐶𝑂4𝑐
′′′′  + 

3

2
𝑂2(𝑔) + 2ℎ• 

(ix) VO4c Ci 8.50 8.03 0.51 0.03 𝑉𝑂4𝑐
′′ + 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 𝑉𝑖

𝑥  →  𝑉𝑂4𝑐𝐶𝑖
′′′′  + 𝑂2(𝑔) + 2ℎ• 
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CO3c 

defected 

m-ZrO2 

(x) CO3c VO3c 2.97 1.94 -1.04 -2.06 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 𝑂𝑂3𝑐
𝑥 + 𝑉𝑂3𝑐

′′ → 𝐶𝑂3𝑐𝑉𝑂3𝑐
′′′′  + 

3

2
𝑂2(𝑔) + 2ℎ• 

(xi) CO3c VO4c 4.70 3.69 0.71 -0.31 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 𝑂𝑂3𝑐
𝑥 + 𝑉𝑂4𝑐

′′ → 𝐶𝑂3𝑐𝑉𝑂4𝑐
′′′′  + 

3

2
𝑂2(𝑔) + 2ℎ• 

Ci defected 

m-ZrO2 

(xii) Ci VO4c 2.53 1.51 -1.47 -2.50 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) +  𝑉𝑖
𝑥 + 𝑉𝑂4𝑐

′′ →  𝐶𝑖𝑉𝑂4𝑐
′′′′  + 

3

2
𝑂2(𝑔) + 2ℎ• 

 

 

Figure V-1 Crystals structures for the short-listed defected structures.

The binding energies presented in Table V-2 reflects the thermodynamic stability of 

studied complexes against dissociation over the wide range of temperature variation and 

regardless the considered experimental growth conditions (O-rich/-poor). Additionally, binding 

energies of complex defects depend on the pathway of their formation. For example, VO4c Ci 

and VO4c CO3c have more positive binding energies than Ci VO4c and VO4c C3c, respectively, 

although the final defected structures are the same. 

Table V-2 Binding energies (Eb) for complex defects. 

Initial structure Defect 

Binding Energy (Eb) (eV) 

O-rich O-poor 

100 K 1000 K 100 K 1000 K 

m-ZrO2 (iii) CO3c - CO3c -5.10 -5.10 -5.10 -5.08 

Oxygen-deficient  

m-ZrO2 

(ix) VO4c Ci -9.40 -8.35 -6.45 -5.42 

(viii) VO4c CO3c -7.20 -6.18 -4.26 -3.24 

CO3c defected 

m-ZrO2 
(x) CO3c VO3c -17.29 -15.79 -5.29 -3.77 
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Ci defected 

m-ZrO2 

(xi) CO3c VO4c -15.66 -14.14 -4.71 -3.20 

(xii) Ci VO4c -15.37 -14.87 -8.43 -7.95 

 

In the present-day study, the scope of further discussion would be focused on the 

subsequent defected structures: (i), (iii), (iv), (x), (xii), and (v), for the following reasons. First, 

the defected structures (i), (ix), and (viii) are identical to (vi), (xii), and (xi), respectively. 

Second, the ED
f  of (i) CO3c < (ii) CO4c, and the ED

f  of (x) CO3c VO3c < (xi) CO3c VO4c. Third, (iii), 

and (iv) were the most thermodynamically favourable defects in pristine m-ZrO2. Lastly, (v) 

would be also examined for the sake of comprehensive scanning of carbon defects in m-ZrO2. 

The structural parameters of the selected defected structures are listed in Table V-3 and 

depicted in Figure V-1. It was observed that the defected structures introduced distortions to 

the m-ZrO2 crystal in terms of increasing the lattice volume and modifying the angles. It is also 

worth mentioning that the lowest increment in the lattice volume was in case of the CO3cVO3c 

defected structure while Ci defected structure recorded the highest volume increase.  

Table V-3 Lattice parameters for the short-listed defected structures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Structure 

 Lattice Parameters Volume 

(Å)3 

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) α (o) β (o) γ (o)  

m-ZrO2 10.49 5.22 5.41 90.00 99.27 90.00 292.00 

(i) CO3c 10.61 5.25 5.42 89.35 100.01 90.98 297.03 

(iii) CO3c-CO3c 10.66 5.28 5.35 91.66 98.68 92.30 297.17 

(iv) CO3c=O3c 10.57 5.28 5.39 89.19 98.12 89.92 297.65 

(v) Ci 10.89 5.26 5.50 87.64 101.48 92.29 308.39 

(x) CO3cVO3c 10.50 5.29 5.31 87.72 94.71 90.27 293.68 

(xii) CiVO4c 10.38 5.27 5.50 88.72 98.11 90.65 297.26 
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5.2 Electronic properties 

Analysing the atomic orbitals quantitatively and qualitatively is instrumental for deep 

understanding of electronic structure that fully dictates electronic properties of pristine and 

defected m-ZrO2. In this endeavour, the partial density of states (PDOS) shown in Figure V-2 

as well as the charge populations and population ionicity index (Pi) expressed in eq. V-1 161 

would be probed to explore the entity of the defect states and the nature of the bonding 

environment of the studied defective structures as illustrated in Table V-4. Additionally, light 

would be shed on the role and the effect of defect states in modifying bandgap and the effective 

masses of the charge carriers for the short-listed defective structures as tabulated in Table V-5. 

Also, to pursue the intricate criteria of photoelectrodes, the band edges alignment would be 

examined against the RHE potential as depicted in Figure V-3.  

𝑷𝒊 = 𝟏 − 𝒆−|
𝑷𝒄−𝑷

𝑷
|
      (V-1) 

where P, and PC are the bond population according to Mulliken charge population and the bond 

population of pure covalent bond (Pc =1), respectively. Pi ranges between 0 and 1 representing 

pure covalent and pure ionic bonds, respectively. Upon analysing the PDOS and electronic band 

structure, it was found that the incorporation of carbon atoms within the m-ZrO2 crystal (Eg = 

Figure V-2 Partial density of states for the short-listed m-ZrO2 defective structures.
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5.14 eV) introduced intermediate band(s) that resulted in emergence of new bandgap(s) along 

with the original bandgap (VBM to CBM). Importantly, with the aid of Tauc analysis of optical 

absorption coefficients of the studied structures, the dominant optical transition was identified 

to define the dominant new bandgap. Herein, the dominant new bandgap would be endorsed as 

the bandgap for the upcoming analysis and discussion; since the emerging new bandgap is more 

favourable for solar energy absorption than original bandgap.  In case of (i) and (iii), the carbon 

defects initiated intermediate sub-conduction band while the rest cases, the carbon defects 

initiated intermediate sub-valence band. Moreover, in case of (i) and (V), intermediate defect 

bands laid amid of the new bandgap which act as deep localized defect states (trap states) that 

causes the increase of recombination rate of charge carriers. By inspection of Figure V-2, (iv), 

(v), (x), and (xii) defective structures gave excellent reduction in bandgap down to nearly 2 eV. 

On the other hand, (i) and (iii) offered mild bandgap minimization to reach 2.95 and 2.35 eV, 

respectively. From the analysis of PDOS in Figure V-2 and the data in Table V-4, it was noticed 

that in (i), (v), and (xii), the defect states are splitted; this may be attributed to the variation of 

the bonding environment around px, py and pz orbitals of the defect species that led to 

degeneracy breakage. In contrast to the latter case, the defect states in (iii) and (x) showed 

broadened peaks that can be explained in light of the covalent bonds formed between the two 

carbon atoms in (iii) and the increased covalency nature in (x) between carbon and the 

neighbouring zirconium atoms. The left shift of the defect states in (x) and the right shift in (iii) 

can be credited to the availability of electrons. So, in (x) carbon atom is associated with a 

vacancy that has dangling bonds with extra electrons that can be invested by the carbon atom 

in establishing new bonds with the surrounding atoms which is reflected in the bond population 

in Table V-4. Consequently, this causes the stabilization of carbon orbitals accompanied by the 

decrease in their energies (left shift), on the contrary of (iii) where carbon atom is bonded with 

another carbon atom that has the same electronegativity (unlike (x)); depriving each other from 

drawing enough electrons - for bonding - from the host crystal since the available electrons are 

distributed among them in contrast to (x) as illustrated in their atomic charges in Table V-4. 
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This rendered the carbon orbitals in (iii) less stable causing the right shift in the PDOS compared 

to (x). Concerning (iv), the established partial-ionic bond between carbon and oxygen atoms 

induced polarization that slightly incremented the density of the first peak and merged the 

second defect peak in (i) into the conduction band causing the reduction of the bandgap to 2.05 

eV. Regarding (v), the interstitial carbon experienced high repulsive forces due to the congested 

atomic environment that can be reflected in the fact that it had the highest formation energy in 

O-poor conditions as presented in Table V-1. Therefore, in (xii) the presence of a vacancy 

nearby the interstitial carbon relieved the repulsive forces experienced by the carbon orbitals; 

causing the minimization of the separation between the two defect states relative to (v). Similar 

to (x), the dangling bonds in VO4c offered electrons for the carbon atom leading to the left shift 

of the defect state peaks in comparison with (v) and also increased the electronic occupation of 

carbon (decreased the atomic charge) from -0.1 to -0.53 a.u.

Table V-4 Atomic charge, bond length, Mulliken population, ionicity index & bandgap for the short-listed 
defective structures. 

Structure 
Atomic charge  

(a.u) 
Bond 

Bond length  

(Å) 
Bond population (P) Ionicity index (Pi) 

Bandgap  

(eV) 

(i) CO3c -0.54 

C1 -- Zr2 2.30 0.29 0.91 

2.95 

(indirect) 
C1 -- Zr3 2.22 0.46 0.69 

C1 -- Zr8 2.22 0.40 0.77 

(iii) CO3c-CO3c 

  

C1= -0.68 

C2= -0.58 

C1 -- C2 1.35 1.49 0.28 

2.35 

(indirect) 

C1 -- Zr2 2.27 0.52 0.60 

C2 -- Zr2 2.54 0.25 0.95 

C1 -- Zr5 2.42 0.25 0.95 

C2 -- Zr8 2.30 0.19 0.98 

(iv) CO3c=O3c 
O = -0.69 

C = -0.56 

C1 -- O3 1.49 0.46 0.69 

2.05 

(indirect) 

C1 -- Zr2 2.24 0.05 1.00 

C1 -- Zr3 2.16 0.62 0.45 

C1 -- Zr8 2.21 0.47 0.68 

(v) Ci 

  
-0.1 

C1 -- O5 1.29 0.74 0.30 

2.04 

(indirect) 
C1 -- Zr5 2.41 0.35 0.84 

C1 -- Zr8 2.25 0.37 0.82 
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(x) CO3cVO3c -0.92 

C1 -- Zr2 2.21 0.48 0.66 

1.90 

(direct) 

C1 -- Zr3 2.09 0.61 0.47 

C1 -- Zr5 2.36 0.41 0.76 

C1 -- Zr8 2.22 0.47 0.68 

(xii) CiVO4c -0.53 

C1 -- O5 1.48 0.49 0.65 

1.99 

(direct) 

C1 -- Zr5 2.27 0.44 0.72 

C1 -- Zr7 2.29 0.59 0.50 

C1 -- Zr8 2.19 0.19 0.99 

5.2.1 Band edge position 

For photoelectrochemical water splitting applications, it is essential to account for the 

relative positions of the bands of the semiconductor to the redox potentials of water species 

(oxygen and hydrogen). Hence, for overall water splitting with no bias, the conduction band 

minimum (CBM) and the valence band maximum (VBM) of the semiconductor are required to 

straddle the reduction potential of hydrogen and the oxidation potential of oxygen, respectively. 

However, satisfying a part of the aforementioned condition is sufficient to qualify the 

semiconductor to work as a photoanode if the VBM part is fulfilled while it can serve as a 

photocathode if the CBM part is fulfilled. With respect to the RHE, the relative displacements 

between the CBM and the VBM of the short-listed structures were computed given their 

absolute electronegativities as shown in the following equations 69: 
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𝑬𝑽𝑩𝑴 =  𝝌 − 𝑬𝒆 + 
𝟏

𝟐
 𝑬𝒈  (V-2) 

𝑬𝑪𝑩𝑴 = 𝑬𝑽𝑩𝑴 − 𝑬𝒈  (V-3) 

where 𝐸𝑉𝐵𝑀 and 𝐸𝐶𝐵𝑀 represent the VBM and CBM potentials, respectively,  𝜒 represents the 

absolute electronegativity of a given structure and it is evaluated through the calculation of the 

geometric mean of the electronegativities of the isolated constituting atoms of a given structure, 

and 𝐸𝑒 (4.5 eV) represents the energy of free electrons according to the hydrogen scale. The 

band edge dispositions for the short-listed m-ZrO2 defective structures is depicted in Figure V-

3 against the redox potentials for water species. From the figure, it is clear that all of the 

defective structures can work as photoanodes however, (x) CO3cVO3c is the best candidate as it 

has the lowest bandgap (1.9 eV). It is also important to clarify that (i) CO3c is the only defective 

structure that straddles the redox potentials of both water species; thus, it can theoretically serve 

as both photoanode and photocathode undergoing overall water splitting. 

 

5.2.2 Effective mass and exciton binding energy 

The photocatalytic activity relies upon the readiness of the electron-hole pair (exciton) 

generation. In this regard, the effective mass (𝑚∗) of the photogenerated charge carriers is 

substantial; as it describes the easiness of the motion of the photogenerated carrier within the 

Figure V-3 Band edge dispositions for the short-listed m-ZrO2 defective structures relative to the redox potentials for water species. 
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semiconductor crystal relative to the mass of free electron as specified in eq. (V-4) 69. Also, the 

exciton binding energy (𝐸𝑒𝑥 in eV) is significant; since it quantifies the energy needed to 

dissociate an electron-hole pair at its lowest energy state as formulated in eq. (V-5) 162.    

       𝑚∗ =  ±ħ2 (
𝑑2𝐸𝑘

𝑑𝑘2
)
−1

        (V-4) 

       𝐸𝑒𝑥 ≈ 13.56 
𝑚†

𝑚𝑒 𝜀
                       (V-5) 

where 𝑚ℎ
∗  and 𝑚𝑒

∗ (kg) represent the effective masses of holes and electrons; respectively, ħ 

represents reduced Planck’s constant, 𝐸𝑘 represents the energy corresponding to the wave 

vector 𝑘, 𝑚†represents the reduced effective mass of the exciton (1/𝑚†= 1/𝑚ℎ
∗ + 1/𝑚𝑒

∗), 𝑚𝑒  is 

the rest mass of  an electron, and ε is the dielectric constant. D in Table V-5 represents the ratio 

between 𝑚𝑒
∗ and 𝑚ℎ

∗  and it reflects the charge recombination rate. To this end, a large difference 

is required between the effective masses of the photogenerated electrons and holes to secure 

the spatial separation between them ensuring low charge carrier recombination rates 163, thus 

enhancing the photocatalytic efficiency. For the short-listed structures, (iii), (x), and (xii) gave 

the best D values indicating low recombination rates. However, (x) CO3cVO3c demonstrated the 

lowest 𝑚𝑒
∗; resulting in high mobility and fast charge transfer in comparison to all studied 

structures including m-ZrO2. For efficient dissociation of excitons at room temperature, 𝐸𝑒𝑥 is 

necessary to be lower than kBT   ̴25 meV 164. (x) CO3cVO3c provided the highest reduction in 𝐸𝑒𝑥 

(91 meV) relative to m-ZrO2 (169 meV). Even though 91 meV is greater than the required 𝐸𝑒𝑥 

(25 meV), the DFT calculations were employed at 0 K thus, the required 𝐸𝑒𝑥 is predicted to be 

lower than 91 meV and probably lower than 25 meV at room temperature. 

Table V-5 Effective masses and exciton binding energy for the photogenerated charge carriers of the short-listed 
defective structures. 

Structure 
 

𝒎𝒉
∗ 𝒎𝒆⁄    𝒎𝒆

∗ 𝒎𝒆⁄      D Eex (meV) 

m-ZrO2 

Direction G→F G→Z G→F G→Z 

2.72 169 

Calculation 0.33 0.25 0.38 1.20 
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Average 0.29 0.79 

(i) CO3c 

Direction G→F G→Z Z→Q Z→G 

2.69 179 Calculation 0.42 0.32 1.77 0.22 

Average 0.37 1.00 

(iii) CO3c-CO3c 

Direction G→F G→Z Z→Q Z→G 

9.56 655 Calculation 0.2 2.97 29.72 0.59 

Average 1.59 15.16 

(iv) CO3c=O3c 

Direction G→F G→Z Z→Q Z→G 

0.32 176 Calculation 1.22 1.25 0.50 0.28 

Average 1.24 0.39 

(v) Ci 

Direction Z→Q Z→G G→F G→Z 

1.09 240 Calculation 0.25 1.14 0.52 0.99 

Average 0.70 0.76 

(x) CO3cVO3c 

Direction G→F G→Z G→F G→Z 

0.22 91 Calculation 0.33 1.46 0.24 0.16 

Average 0.90 0.20 

(xii) CiVO4c 

Direction G→F G→Z Q→F Q→Z 

6.01 521 Calculation 1.39 0.87 11.89 1.70 

Average 1.13 6.80 

 

5.3 Optical properties 

Investigation of optical properties for candidate materials of electrodes for 

photoelectrochemical water splitting is a paramount decisive step for such an intricate 

optoelectronic application.  
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5.3.1 Dielectric function and dielectric constant  

 

The complex dielectric function 휀(𝜔) is the most fundamental function in optics on 

which all the other optical properties are dependent as expressed in the methods section 

(Chapter IV). By inspection of the optical properties in Figure V-4 (a,b) and V-5, it is 

unequivocal that m-ZrO2 and the short-listed defected structures reveal almost perfect isotropic 

behaviour in the dielectric function along the three spatial dimensions. From the real part of the 

dielectric function, the static dielectric constant 휀1(0) defines the permittivity of the material 

that is favourable  to be high for solar water splitting purposes as this may lead to lowering 𝐸𝑒𝑥; 

leading to improved charge carrier extraction efficiency. All the short-listed defective structures 

possess slightly higher 휀1(0) values (4.52-5.45 F/m) than m-ZrO2 (4.13 F/m). For the imaginary 

part of the dielectric function 휀2(𝜔), 휀2(0) reflects light-matter interaction between the incident 

photons and electrons which in turn elaborate the light absorption capability. In our case, all the 

structures showed no improvement in 휀2(0) in comparison with the pristine case. Moreover, 

the main peaks in  휀2(𝜔)  shown in Figure V-4 and V-5 indicate the possible electronic 

transitions across the main and intermediate bands, so coupling the analysis of 휀2(𝜔) with the 

absorption function 𝛼(𝜔) provides sharper insights. 

 

Figure V-4 Optical properties of m-ZrO2 (a-b) The real and imaginary parts of the diagonal components of the 
dielectric constants of the defected structures respectively, and (b) optical conductivity.
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Figure V-5 The real and imaginary parts of the diagonal components of the dielectric constants of the defected 
structures. 

 

5.3.2 Absorption coefficient 

All the defective structures enhanced the light absorption with different degrees due to 

introduction of intermediate bands with different positions within m-ZrO2 bandgap. As 

Figure V-6  Absorption coefficient of the short-listed defective structures and m-ZrO2. 
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displayed in Figure V-4 and V-5, the 휀2(𝜔) of the defective structures manifested the presence 

of peaks within the range of 0-9.5 eV  ((x) CO3cVO3c offered the highest peak) substantiating the 

evidence of enhanced absorption and the existence of more electronic transitions relative to 

pristine case which lacked any peaks in the aforementioned range. To this end, the intermediate 

bands minimized the bandgap; allowing for more incident photons of less energy within the 

visible region to get absorbed by the material contributing in the photogeneration of charge 

carriers. As shown in Figure V-6, 𝛼(𝜔) of m-ZrO2 vanishes near 300 nm (ultra-violet region) 

while the defective structures sustained the absorption within the visible region.  

 

5.3.3 Optical conductivity  

 

The real 𝑅(𝜎) and imaginary 𝐼𝑚(𝜎) parts of the optical conductivity represent the in-

phase current and out-phase inductive currents, respectively. The in-phase current is usually 

accompanied by liberation of heat energy due to the resistance 148. In Figure V-4 (c) and V-7, 

the in-phase current dominates over the range 0-34.5 eV (resistance domain) then, the out-phase 

current takes over after 34.5 eV (induction domain) at which neither energy from the electric 

field is absorbed nor liberation of heat from the crystal occurs. In the region of 0-5 eV of Figure 

V-4 (c) and V-7, peaks in both real and imaginary parts exist whose positions are consistent 

with the new emergent bandgaps for each defective structure. 
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5.3.4 Optical reflectivity  

 

The reflectivity spectrum R(ω) in Figure V-8 (a) exhibits three peaks at 12, 24, and 36 

eV. With the aid of PDOS, the lowest frequency peak signifies the interband transition between 

the hybridized states within the conduction band while the highest peak indicates the band-to-

band transition from the VBM states to the CBM states. Furthermore, the reflectivity at infinite 

length R(0) is around 0.15 whereas the reflectivity dies out for frequencies more than 50 eV. It 

is noteworthy that (x) CO3cVO3c offered the lowest average reflectivity.  

 

5.3.5 Energy loss function  

 

The energy loss function 𝐿(𝜔) quantifies the energy lost due to a fast-traversing 

electron within the material. In the 𝐿(𝜔) spectrum in Figure V-8 (b), the peaks at 14.3, 24.5, 

and 36.5 eV indicates the characteristic plasma frequencies rather than being interband 

Figure V-7 Optical conductivity σ(ω) of the defected structures. 
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electronic transitions because 휀1(𝜔) at each peak is equal to zero confirming the occurrence of 

plasma oscillations 165. 

  

5.3.6 Refractive index and extinction coefficients 

 

  The refractive index in Figure V-8 (c) demonstrates nearly the same three peaks at 6.3, 

19.2, 30.6 eV while a peak for each defective structure is present within the 0-5 eV range 

attributed to the various  intermediate band positions of the defective structures within the m-

ZrO2 bandgap. The static refractive index 𝑛(0) is in the range of 2-2.3 for all the defective 

structures and m-ZrO2. The extinction coefficient 𝑘(𝜔) describes the absorption loss upon the 

propagation of an electromagnetic wave through the material. In Figure V-8 (d), 𝑘(𝜔) exhibits 

three peaks at 10.15, 21.5, and 32.1 eV. For low energy photons, 𝑘(𝜔) has zero values within 

the range of the bandgap of each structure. For instance, 𝑘(𝜔) remains zero from 0- 5 eV which 

is nearly the bandgap of pristine m-ZrO2. Also, for each defective structure, there is a peak 

before 5 eV marking the intermediate band position within the bandgap of m-ZrO2.

Figure V-8 Calculated optical properties of the defected structures (a) reflectivity R(ω), 
(b) energy loss function L(ω), (c) refractive index n(ω), and (d) extinction coefficient 

K(ω). 
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Chapter VI : Quantum Capacitance Calculation for Carbon-

Based Supercapacitors 

DFT was used to study the quantum capacitance in different carbon allotropes. As 

shown in Figure VI-1 (a), the DOS of CNTs, GNP, and Gr are centred around zero with the 

DOS of CNT > GR ~ GNP. The gravimetric quantum capacitance is presented in Figure VI-1 

(b) in the potential window between -1 to 1V, which is the maximum attained potential window 

experimentally. While CNTs showed the highest CQ in both positive and negative potential 

windows, both GNP and Gr showed almost the same CQ. The high quantum capacitance of 

graphite was expected as DFT assumed that all the bulk material will contribute to the quantum 

capacitance. However, assuming that only the surface layers of graphite will contribute to the 

quantum capacitance, it can be estimated that the CQ of graphene is higher than that of graphite. 

For the values of the quantum capacitance, it can be observed that both graphene and graphite 

are giving V-shaped curves around the point of zero charge, in agreement with the literature 

131,134. However, CNTs showed a semi V-shape due to the unsymmetrical DOS around the 

Fermi-level 108. The V-shape curve gives insights on the reason behind the increased 

capacitance with increasing the potential window range. However, in the experimental work, 

CNTs showed a maximum capacitance in the positive potential window of 1377 F/g and 477 

F/g in the negative potential window. In the negative potential window, the experimental EDL 

was the leading charge storage mechanism, which made use of the quantum capacitance. The 

calculated CQ explains the experimentally obtained higher capacitance of CNTs in the positive 

potential window than in the negative potential window and the higher capacitance than both 

GNP and Gr. For the GNP and Gr, the symmetrical V-shaped CQ curve explains the almost 

equal capacitance values as positive and negative electrodes.  
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Figure VI-1: Computational investigation of the carbon tested materials. (a) DOS of the studied carbon materials 
(inset: enlargement of the DOS of the GNP and Gr), and (b) the calculated quantum capacitance of the studied 

carbon materials. 

Since doping the carbon materials have been one of the leading methods to improve 

the capacitance performance, the DFT was used to unveil the secret behind the enhanced 

capacitance. The high performance of the nitrogen-doped graphene (NDG), A unit cell with N-

doped graphene was simulated using DFT. The cell included graphitic nitrogen, pyridinic 

nitrogen, and pyrrolic nitrogen. The results were compared to the pristine graphene. The bond 

distance between the N-Pyrrolic and the adjacent bonded carbon was 1.43 Å, while the bond 

distance between the N-Pyrrolic and the adjacent non-bonded carbon was 2.26 Å. For the N-

Graphitic-C bond distance, it was ~1.39 Å, while It was 1.44 Å for the N-Pyridinic with the 

adjacent non-bonded carbon. The total density of states (TDOS) of the simulated NDG was 

calculated as presented in Figure V-2 (a), the TDOS was compared to that of the pristine 

graphene (G). It can be observed that the TDOS of the NDG was much higher than that of the 

G and that the bandgap was reduced dramatically from 0.44 eV for G to 0.09 eV for the NDG. 

This may be attributed to the effect of the free electrons on the nitrogen atoms. Although it was 

reported that the N-doping increases the quantum capacitance (CQ) of the graphene 133,153, a 

mixture of different nitrogen defects types was not yet reported. The CQ presented in Figure V-

2 (b), shows that the mixed N-doping increased the CQ dramatically. The highest graphene CQ 

calculated was 792 F/g for G while it was 2440 F/g for NDG. The experimental values usually 

are lower than the reported CQ due to the resistance from the electrolyte and from the other 
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circuit parameters. Besides the electrode/electrolyte interaction directed by the diffusion-

controlled process can lead to reduction in the total capacitance. However, the CQ can give a 

great insight on the origin of the total high capacitance resulted and the trend of increment of 

capacitance. To this end, it can be concluded that the N-doping with mixed graphitic, pyrrolic 

and pyridinic can give a high impact on the capacitance performance of the electrode material. 

 

Figure VI-2 Calculated electronic properties (a) DOS of graphene and NDG, and (b) Quantum capacitance of 
graphene and NDG. 
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Chapter VII : Conclusions  

 

In pursuance of the holy-grail overall water splitting, the materials community is 

striving to design and tune novel efficient electrode materials to uphold this endeavour. In 

this study, the first-principles calculations embodied in DFT was employed to investigate 

the thermodynamic, electronic, and optical properties of various carbon doping scenarios 

in m-ZrO2. The defect formation energies (ED
f ) revealed that elevating the temperature 

promotes and facilitates the formation of carbon defects. Moreover, it was observed that 

CO3cVO3c, and Ci VO4c had the lowest formation energy. Concerning the binding energies 

(Eb), all the complex defects were confirmed to be stable. The analysis of the electronic 

structure coupled with the absorption coefficient defined the new emerging bandgaps where 

CO3cVO3c showed the narrowest bandgap (1.9 eV). Furthermore, the band edge positions 

against the redox potentials of water species elucidated that all the studied defective 

structures can serve as photoanode. Albeit, CO3cVO3c being the best. It is noteworthy that 

CO3c was the only defective structure that exhibited the slight straddling of the redox 

potentials of water species. Upon examining the exciton binding energy (Eex), it was 

noticed that CO3cVO3c possessed the least Eex. By the assessment of charge carrier 

recombination rate via computing the ratio between me
∗  and mh

∗ denoted by D, CO3c-CO3c, 

CO3cVO3c, and CiVO4c demonstrated the least recombination rate. It is worth mentioning that 

CO3cVO3c had the lowest 𝑚𝑒
∗ which implies high mobility and fast charge transfer. The 

optical properties including dielectric function, absorption coefficient, conductivity, 

reflectivity, energy loss function, refractive index, and extinction coefficients were studied 

for the defective structures along with m-ZrO2. Importantly, all the defective structures 

enhanced the light absorption to different extents. Through the analysis of optical 

properties, with the exception of the absorption coefficients, the optical properties of the 

m-ZrO2 and the short-listed defective structures nearly share the same trend with slight 
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variations associated with the different positions of the intermediate bands and new 

emerging bandgaps for each structure. Nonetheless, CO3cVO3c offered the highest static 

dielectric constant ε1(0), the lowest average reflectivity as well as enhanced light 

absorption. Thereby, this study highly recommends CO3cVO3c defected m-ZrO2 to be pushed 

forward for experimental test-bed validations as a photoanode material of tremendous 

potential for PEC water splitting applications.  

 

DFT proved to be a good tool to predict the capacitance behaviour of carbon electrodes. 

The calculations of the CQ revealed the reason behind the high capacitance of the CNTs 

over the GNP and the Gr and also gave insights on the origin of the higher positive 

potential window capacitance of the CNTs. While the GNP and Gr gave almost equal 

experimental capacitance in the positive and negative potential values due to the 

symmetrical V-shaped CQ curve. Also, the DFT study shed the light on the quantum 

capacitance enhancement resulted upon doping the graphene with graphitic, pyrrolic, and 

pyridinic nitrogen together. The CQ calculation via DFT proved that doping graphene with 

multi-dopants can give a great impact on the DOS and hence the overall EDL performance 

of the electrode. Moreover, future work can target the use of DFT to study variant dopants 

atoms with different ratios prior to the synthesis method which will decrease money, time, 

and efforts. 

This study actively contributes to the advancement of the hierarchical materials data-

bases towards the novel efficient data-driven materials design approach. 
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